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The final reports consists of three volumes: 
Volume I. Large-Scale Experimental Mixing 
Investigations and Liquid-Oxygen 
Mixer Design 
Volume 11. Large-Scale Mixing Data 
Volume 111. Computer Procedure for the Prediction 
of Stratification in Supercritical 
Oxygen Tanks 
Volume I contains a presentation of the large-scale experimental 
investigation and liquid-oxygen mixer design study together 
with a summary of the important findings of the study. Volume 
I1 contains a presentation of the experimental data utilized 
in this study. Volume 111 describes the computer procedure 
developed during the study for the prediction of stratification 
development in supercritical oxygen tanks. 
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S E C T I O N  1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N  A N D  S U M M A R Y  
The computer procedure described herein was developed 
and used during this study to predict the thermodynamic state 
of supercritical oxygen. This procedure, designated as General 
Dynamics Procedure SW6, is used to predict the transient pres- 
sure, density, temperature, and mass of supercritical oxygen 
stored under a "zero-gravity" environment in a spherical tank. 
Both temperature-stratified and -mixed cases have been analyzed. 
In the stratified case, only radial variations in the thermo- 
dynamic state are considered. The fluid is withdrawn from the 
center region of the  tank. Environmental heating occurs at 
the outer tank wall. An internal electrical heater is used to 
control the fluid pressure in the tank, 
For the mixed case (thermodynamic equilibrium), the thermo- 
dynamic state of the stored oxygen is established by overall 
mass and energy conservation along with an appropriate equa- 
tion of state. In a similar manner, the thermodynamic state 
of the radially stratified case is defined by the laws of 
spacial conservation of mass, and energy, along with an equa- 
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tfon of s t a t e ,  
i n  an approximate fashion by the use of a finite-element, 
numerical solution. Although the resu l t s  are valid for  a 
compressible f lu id ,  the s table  time increment used i s  orders- 
of-magnitude greater than that  usually required for  the f in i t e -  
difference solution of compressible flow. The large time step 
that  can be used for  t h i s  solution i s  a d i rec t  consequence of 
an assumption that  the pressure i s  uniform throughout tank. 
Typically, the f lu id  behavior during a mission of 10 hours can 
be analyzed by the use o f  a few minutes of computer time. 
The description of the computer program includes such 
These governing equations have been solved 
’ 
information as typical  error  diagnosis, sample problem input 
and output data, and the computer program l i s t ing .  
The equations solved by the computer program described 
herein are similar t o  those solved by Kamat (Reference 1) a l -  
though the numerical procedure used differed appreciably from 
that  of Kamat. 
2 
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S E C T I O N  2 
P R O G R A M  D E S C R I P T I O N  
In this section, the program applications, the governing 
equations, which were numerically integrated, along with the 
appropriate boundary conditions are described. In addition, 
the finite-difference approximations resulting from the govern- 
ing equations and the corresponding numerical procedure are 
discus sed . 
2.1 PROGRAM APPLICATION 
Computer program SW6 was written to predict the transient 
thermodynamic state (i.e., pressure, density, temperature) of a 
single-phase cryogen stored in a spherical tank under a zero- 
gravity environment with simultaneous environmental/electrical 
heating and fluid withdrawal (including venting). A sketch of 






Supercritical Storage Tank 
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Energy due to the environment or electrical heaters is 
assumed to be added at the outer tank boundaries. Mass with- 
drawal is assumed to take place at the center of the tank. 
The mass withdrawal rate due to venting is included if the 
tank pressure rises above a specified vent pressure. 
Temperature, internal energy, enthalpy, and density gra- 
dients are assumed to exist only in the radial direction. 
The velocities developed in the tank due to heating and mass 
outflow are also considered to occur in the radial direction only. 
The predictions of this program include: 
1. Tank pressure history 
2. Radial temperature distribution as a function of 
time 
3.  Radial density distribution as a function of time 
4 .  Radial velocity distribution as a function of 
time 
5. Stored mass history 
6 .  Mass flow-rate history. 
Other quantities that can be easily obtained from the 
computer output include : 
7. Vented mass as a function of time 
8 e Electrical heater duty cycle power requirements 
history, and total accumulated electrical heater 
power requirements 
9. Mixer duty cycle 
10. Energy added to the tank by the mixer operation. 
4 
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The program has the capability of plotting the first six 
items mentioned as a function of time and the second and third 
items as a function of radial position in the tank. 





An option to use one of two different finite- 
difference equations of energy and mass 
An option to use one of three different methods 
of defining the velocity at the boundary of each 
node , 
An option to consider either an ideal gas with 
constant specific heats or a real fluid, with 
variable properties defined by thermodynamic 
tables. 
Limitations of the program include: 
1. One-dimensional (radial) property variations 
(temperature, density, and velocity) 
2. Mass withdrawal at the tank center region 
3.  Heating at the tank wall. 
2.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The governing equations used as the basis for this pro- 
gram include the one-dimensional compressible form of the 
o continuity, 
o energy, 
o r-momentum, and 
o thermodynamic state equations or thermodynamic tables. 
5 
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The continuity equation i s  
where 2 i s  the density 
u i s  the rad ia l  velocity 
r i s  the rad ia l  coordinate 
t i s  the time. 
The energy equation i s  
where e i s  the specif ic  internal  energy 
h i s  the specif ic  enthalpy 
T i s  the temperature 
k i s  the thermal conductivity. 
The r momentum equation i s  
where p i s  the dynamic viscosity 
P i s  the pressure. 
In  addition t o  the above equations, an equation of s t a t e  
or thermodynamic property table re la t ing  the internal  energy 
and enthalpy t o  t w o  independent properties ( i . e . ,  p and P) 
i s  required. The equation of s t a t e  i s  
6 
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P =  P/ZRT 
where Z is the compressibility 
R is the gas constant. 
For very low compressible flow (Mach number on the order 
-7 of 10 ), convective and viscous terms of the momentum equa- 
tion can be neglected as can be shown by an order-of-magnitude 
analysis. The momentum equation reduces to 
au aP 
at ar p - + - = o  
The above equation is coupled with the continuity equa- 
tion to form a wave equation. Any sizeable pressure fluctua- 
tion propagates at the speed of sound and equalizes the tank 
pressure. Consequently, the pressure gradients are essentially 
zero. For the long storage times in which this prediction is 
applicable, the momentum equation reduces to a quasi-steady 
condition in which 
This condition along with the continuity and energy equa- 
tions and thermodynamic property tables serve as the basis for 
the numerical solution. 
7 
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2 a 3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The boundary conditions associated with th i s  solution 
establishes the energy and mass fluxes across the inner and 
outer tank boundaries. On the inner surface three boundary 
conditions a re  applied: 
1. 
2. 
3 .  
The velocity,  u ( r l ,  t ) ,  i s  
where io i s  the mass u t i l i za t ion  o r  venting r a t e  
r l  i s  the inner radius 
P1 i s  the outflow density 
The heat transfer by conduction, ql, i s  assumed t o  
be zero; hence, 
(rl,t> = o 8r 
The energy t ransfer ,  E ' ,  by convection a t  ( r l , t )  i s  
E '  = h(rl , t)u(r12t)P(rl , t)4n' l  z 




a t  ( r t , t ) :  
velocity,  u ( r t , t ) ,  i s  zero 
heat transfer by conduction i s  
Q = 4 n r t  2 - kdz' ( r t , t )  
d r  
where Q i s  the t o t a l  e lec t r ica l  and/or environmental 
heating, k i s  the thermal conductivity. 
8 
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Thus the transient behavior of the fluid in the tank is 
completely defined by (1) the equations of continuity, energy 
and momentum (uniform pressure within the fluid at a given 
time) and equation of state (thermodynamic tables), (2) the 
initial conditions in terms of density and pressure, and (3) 
the boundary conditions defined in terms of the mass flow at 
the tank center and heat transfer at the tank walls. 
9 
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2.4 FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
The finite-difference equations derived in this sub- 
section satisfy energy and mass conservation on a finite-size 
element. As a result, the form of the difference equations 
differs somewhat from those that are conventionally obtained 
from use of a Taylor series-type expansion of the governing 
equations , 
2.4.1 Cell Description 
In order to facilitate the derivation of the finite 
element equations, a description of the cells and the 
corresponding mass and energy storage in each cell along 
with energy and mass flow across the cell boundaries is 
presented, In the description of the elemental cells, the 
cell geometry and flow areas are also defined. A descrip- 
tion of three means of defining the cell boundary velocities 
is presented, Finally, conservation of mass and energy is 
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2.4.1.1 
The c e l l  geometry used i n  the finite-element solution i s  
shown i n  the sketch below. The element o r  c e l l  i s  described in  
spherical coordinates for  a uni t  s o l i d  angle o r  steradian. The 
energy and mass f l o w  i s  assumed t o  take place i n  the rad ia l  
direction only. 
ca l  surface of radius R1. 
outer edge by a spherical surface which consists of the tank 
wall. The f i r s t  c e l l ,  of thickness A R / 2 ,  i s  bounded by the 
outer spherical surface of radius R = R1. The in te r ior  ce l l s ,  
2 t o  n-1, are  of thickness A R  and each c e l l ,  i, i s  bounded on 
the inner spherical surface by Ei - 
The inner tank boundary consists of the spheri- 
The l a s t  c e l l ,  n, i s  bounded on the 
- 
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Cell Flow Area 
The c e l l  flow area per un i t  s o l i d  angle i s  defined a t  the 
inner radius, R1, and the outer tank radius, %, for  the f i r s t  
and l a s t  ce l l s ,  respectively. The outer boundary area of the 
f i r s t  c e l l  i s  defined a t  El and the inner boundary of the l a s t  
c e l l  i s  defined a t  k-1 as shown below, 
F i r s t  Cell Last Cell 
The inner and outer flow area a t  the f i r s t  c e l l  boundaries 
a re  
- 2 -2 
and xl = R1 = RL A1 
respectively. 
of the l a s t  c e l l  a re  
The inner and outer flow areas a t  the boundaries 
respectively. 
For an in te r ior  ce l l ,  sketched below, the inner area i s  
12 
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8 given by 
and the outer area by 
where 
- 
R = R ,  + AR/2 
i 1 
Cell Volume 
The volume per un i t  sol id  angle ( 4 n  steradians fo r  the 
sphere) of the f i r s t  c e l l  i s  given by 
13 
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and f o r  the  l a s t  c e l l  by 
The volume of each i n t e r i o r  c e l l  i s  also defined per stera- 
dian as 
where 
The tank volume, V i s  given by t y  
It can be e a s i l y  shown from the above equat,ons t h a t  the  
summation of the  ce l l  volumes equals the  tank volume s ince each 
-3 
Ri cancels i n  the summation. 
Another representat ion of the  c e l l  volumes and areas i s  
used as an option i n  the  computer procedure, 
resentat ion,  however, does not  sum t o  the exact tank volume. 
Hence t h i s  option, which i s  derived from the  f in i te -d i f fe rence  
equation, i s  not  recommended. 
The volume rep- 
14 
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2.4.1,2 Velocities a t  Cell Boundaries 
The velocity i s  defined a t  each c e l l  boundary, For the 
f i r s t  and las t  c e l l s  the veloci t ies  a r e  shown i n  the sketch a t  
the appropriate boundaries 
The velocity a t  the inner boundary of the f i r s t  c e l l  i s  
0 
where moy the mass flow r a t e  in to  the tank and ply the inflow 
density, a r e  computer input quantit ies representing e i ther  the 
u t i l i za t ion  r a t e  (negative mo) and/or the vent r a t e  (also 
negative Go) e 
15 
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The velocity a t  the outer boundary of the f i r s t  c e l l  i s  es- 
tablished by one of three options: 
1. 
2. 





3 .  
The 
The arithmetric average between c e l l  1 and 2 
The area-weighted arithmetric average, 
A computer i t e ra t ion  process by which the boundary 
velocity i s  varied in  such a manner tha t  the pressure 
between the ce l l s  adjacent to  the boundary i s  converged 
t o  within a specified pressure difference, 
velocity of the inner boundary of the l a s t  c e l l  i s  
a similar s e t  of options: 
A pressure relaxing i te ra t ion  process. 
velocity a t  the outer boundary of the l a s t  ce l l  i s  
assumed equal t o  zero. 
The velocity of the inner boundaries of the in te r ior  ce l l s  
i s  similarly given by 
3 .  A pressure i te ra t ion  process. 
16 
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The velocity a t  the outer boundary of the in te r ior  c e l l s  
i s  given by 
3 .  A pressure i te ra t ion  process. 
The c e l l  mass, Mi, of the two boundary and the in te r ior  
ce l l s  i s  given by 
M i  = VOL(i) "i 
where Pi i s  the density of the i t h  - c e l l  and VOL(i) i s  the cell  
volume. 
The tank mass, Mt, may be calculated by 
n 
M t  =xi=, voL(i) p i  
o r  by 
Mt = Vt Pm 
where Vt i s  the tank volume, and 
pm i s  the mean density 
The new mean density, P m ,  i s  calculated a f t e r  one time 
step,  A t ,  by 
17 
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or by 
2.4.1.4 C e l l  Energy 
The energy, Ei, stored i n  the i t h  c e l l  i s  given by 
= VOL(i) pi ei 
’ where 
ei i s  the specific internal  energy. 
The specific internal  energy, calculated i n i t i a l l y  by the 
computer procedure, i s  based on thermodynamic tables of tem- 
perature and enthalpy as dependent variables and pressure and 
density as  independent variables. For an i n i t i a l  pressure and 
density, the enthalpy, h i ,  a t  each c e l l  i s  calculated. The 
internal  energy, eis i s  then calculated by the equation 
Thereafter, a new value of the specific internal energy, 
e i ,  of each c e l l  i s  calculated by the use of the finite-element 
f o m  of the energy equation. 
The t o t a l  in te rna l  energy, Et ,  i s  given by 
18 
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and also by 
where pm and em are  mean quant i t ies .  
The new mean internal  energy, eIm, i s  given by 
where h l  i s  the enthalpy of the f i r s t  c e l l ,  
2.4.1,5 Boundary Mass Flow Rate 
The mass flow r a t e  across both c e l l  boundaries i s  defined 
by use of a convention t o  ensure mass conservation and numeri- 
ca l  s t ab i l i t y .  
For the inner boundary of the i t h  - c e l l  shown below, 
19 
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the mass flow rate per solid angle for vi-l > 0 is 
- 
For Vi-1 < 0, the mass flow rate per solid angle is 
Note that the density used is evaluated at the "tail" side of 
the velocity arrow, as illustrated in the above and below sketches. 
- 
For the outer cell boundaries, the mass flow rate, Gi, is shown 
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and i s  given by 
. 
m = P. i 1 
For vi e 0, the m a s s  
- -  
Vi A i  
flow rate,  31 i s  given by i’ 
0 
= Pi.,.1 V .  A 
“i 1 i  
The mass flow r a t e  across the inner boundary of the f i r s t  
c e l l  i s  
liii = k I 4 n  
A U 
where 6io i s  the t o t a l  mass flow ra t e  into the tank, 
The mass flow rate across the nth - c e l l  outer boundary 
(i.e.,  the tank wall)  i s  zero. 
2.4.1.6 Boundary k e r g y  Flow 
The flow of energy across the c e l l  boundaries i s  i n  the 
form of convection and the conduction. 
across the inner boundary of the f i r s t  c e l l  i s  given by 
The convection of energy 
where hl i s  the specif ic  enthalpy of the f i r s t  cel l .  
“he rnnx .z~r t inn  nf  enPrPv across the outer hniindarv of the 
f i r s t  ce l l  i s  given by 
- 
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as i l lus t ra ted  in the sketch below; 
- vi 0 
Here again, the thermodynamic properties, ph, being con- 
vected a re  evaluated a t  the c e l l  upstream o r  a t  the " ta i l"  of 
the velocity vector. 
The energy convected across the outer boundary of the l a s t  
c e l l  i s  zero because of the presence of the tank wall. The 
energy convected across the inner boundary of the l a s t  c e l l  is 
given by 
for  7 1 > 0 and n- 
22 
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for  V < 0. n- 1 
S i m i l a r  equations fo r  ihe convective energy across the inner 
boundary or each in t e r io r  c e l l  may be expressed as  
The sketch below shows the inner boundary fo r  each in te r ior  
c e l l ,  i: 





For the outer boundary of each in te r ior  c e l l ,  the conductive 
energy flow i s  
for  vi > 0 and 
23 
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f o r  V i  < 0. 
In  addition to  the convective energy flow across each c e l l  
boundary, heat 
r a t e  of energy 
a t  the average 
- 
Qi 
where K i s  the 
t ransfer  by thermal conduction i s  present. 
conducted from the f i r s t  c e l l  across the boundary 
The 
- 
radius, R 1  i s  
= -K (T2 - TI)/ A R  
thermal conductivity . 
In th i s  analysis,  the energy conducted across the inner 
tank boundary i s  assumed t o  be zero. 
ducted i n t o  the l a s t  c e l l  i s  
The r a t e  of energy con- 
The r a t e  of energy added t o  the l a s t  c e l l  takes into account 
the r a t e  of energy added along the tank boundaries by environ- 
mental and/or e l ec t r i ca l  heater sources. In a similar manner, 
the energy crossing the inner boundary of c e l l  i i s  
and the energy crossing the outer boundary of c e l l  i s  
2.4.2 Conservation of  Mass 
The finite-element description of the c e l l  properties given 
24 
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in Subsection 2.4.1 serve as the basis for the development of 
the conservation characteristics in space and time. For any 
cell, i, the change in the amount of mass stored is equal to 
the summation of the mass rate of flow at the boundaries mul- 
tiplied by the time interval, In mathematical form, the con- 
servation of mass for the interior cells is written as 
VOL(i) - p VOL(i) = At (& - ) i i i-1 
For the first and last cells, similar equations may be written 
., as 
and 
The primed densities are at the time, t+ At. 
The new density may be determined, giving for the ith - cell 
- 
p = Pi + At (gi - &i+l)/VOL(i) i 
The mass flow rate across the boundaries have been defined 
previously for boundary velocities greater than and less than 
zero. In a siimilar manner, the densities at the new time, t+ At, 
for the first and last cells are 
25 
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and 
The three above equations a re  used i n  the computer solution. 
2 .4 .3  Conservation of Energy 
The f i n i t e  element form of the energy equation which i s  
used i n  the computer solution fo r  the internal  energy and tem- 
perature of each c e l l  i s  based upon the basic c e l l  characteris- 
2 t i c s  previously derived. The change i n  energy of the i t h  7
i n t e r io r  c e l l  i s  equal t o  the net energy convected and conducted 
across the c e l l  boundaries and i s  given by 
- - - 
( P k  e ' i  - Pi ei)VOL(i) = A t  (fii-l - hi)+ At(ci-l - Qi) 
- 
where B i  and Ti a r e  the energies convected and conducted 
- 
across the boundary a t  R = Ri. S i m i l a r  expressions can be 
writ ten for  energy conservation for  the f i r s t  and las t  ce l l s .  
The new specific internal  energy a t  the time t+ A t  f o r  the 
i t h  - in te r ior  c e l l  i s  
The specific internal  energies a t  the time t + A t  fo r  the 
f i r s t  and las t  cells are, respectively, 
26 
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and 
0 e' = P e / pn + n n n  
The new internal energy along with the new density at each 
cell defines the thermodynamic state of each cell. A thermo- 
dynamic table is nominally used (pressure and density as inde- 
pendent variables and temperature and enthalpy as dependent 
variables) along with an iteraction procedure to establish the 
pressure and temperature of each cell. The computer procedure 
possesses an option which permits the specific heat at constant 
volume to be used to calculate the new temperature for the case 
of an ideal gas. The ideal gas equation (corrected by use of a 
constant compressibility factor) is then used in this option to 
calculate a new pressure at each cell. 
Once the new temperature and pressure is calculated at 
each cell an iteration process is initiated to relax the pressure 
gradients in the tank to zero or a very small value before the 
calculations for the next time step (t+2 At) are initiated. In 
order to relax the nonuniformities in the tank pressure, cell 
boundary flow is assumed as described in Subsection 2.4.5. 
2.4.4 Thermodynamic Tables/Equation of State 
The thermodynamic tables provide a relation between any two 
thermodynamic variables (ieec9 p andP ) and any remaining 
27 
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variable, e,T, or h. The equation of state as used in this program 
calculates the compressibility factor, Z ( p  P) , by 
z (  P , P )  = P / P R T  
where T = T( p , P )  is found by interpolating tabular values of a 
thermodynamic table. The compressibility factor in this program 
is used for the ideal gas case and is not varied with time,, 
2 . 5 STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
A conventional stability criterion is used to establish 
the time increment. There is a characteristic stable time for 
each cell which is given by 
Atsi = [ E  
AR2 
where 
a is the thermal diffusivity 
Vi is the node velocity 
A R  is the distance between cells. 
The stable time increment used is the minimum value of 
Atsi as calculated for each cell. The actual time step used 
is some fraction, TF, of the minimum stable time step, 
At = TI? (Minimum Atsi) 
28 
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2.6 NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 
The numerical procedure utilizes a forward marching tech- 
nique in time to obtain the thermodynamic state history of the 
supercritical oxygen. The program consists of data input, 
problem initialization, new state calculations and a printout/ 
plotting procedure. 
After the data is read in the initialization technique 
includes 
1. the calculation of the volume of the tank and of each 
cell , 
2. the determination of the initial temperature, internal 
energy, enthalpy, and mass of the tank as a whole and 
of each cell, and 
3 '. the initialization of the velocity distribution. 
The new state calculations include 
4. the calculation of the new densities at each cell by 
the use of the continuity equation, 
5. the calculation of the new specific internal energy 
at each cell by the use of the energy equation, 
6. the determination of the pressure and temperature of 
each cell by use of thermodynamic tables of the new den- 
sities and internal energies and 
7. the relaxation of any pressure non-uniformities by 
allowing for mass flow in the direction opposite to 
the pressure gradient. 
Steps 4 through 7 are repeated as often as necessary to reduce 
any pressure difference to less than a specified input value. 
29 
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The results are printed out and the time is updated. 
Various checks may be performed with the optional outputs 
from this program. 
internal energy is evaluated in three ways to insure accurate 
predictions. It has been established that mass and energy is 
conserved at each cell in the tank and in the whole tank. In 
The stored mass in the tank and total 
addition it has been established as described in 
solution that the tabular thermodynamic state is 
at each node for the stratified case and for the 
tank in the case of thermal equilibrium, 
The computer procedure consists of one main 





s c 1 0 2  
DATCHK checks the input data for errors and 





The principle check is made on input data for the plot option. 
INTERP uses the thermodynamic table to calculate values 
of the temperature and enthalpy from input values of density 
and pressure. 
NEWQUA calculates the values of the pressure, velocity, 
temperature, internal energy, density, at a new time step from 
the old values, 
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SIMPLT permits a group of 8 curves t o  be plotted on the 
one graph, 
SC102 permi ts  each curve on a graph t o  be plotted by the 
use of the "scores package" f o r  the Stromberg Carlson 4020 
p lo t te r  , 
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2.7 OPTIONAL CONDITIONS 
Various options in the computer procecrrlre include 
1. ideal gas assumption 
2. 
3 .  
4.  plotting option 
The use of these options are described in Section 3 .  
The option using the conventional form of the finite 
conventional form of the finite difference equations 
method by which velocity at boundaries are evaluated 
difference equation is not recommended since exact mass and 
energy conservation is not achieved, even though the finite 
difference equations are written in "conservative form" as 
described by Torrance in Reference 2 .  
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S E C T I O N  3 
I N P U T  D A T A  
The input data consist of thermodynamic property library 
data, physical property data and control numbers. 
3.1 LIBRARY DATA 
The library data consist, of densities, temperatures, 
enthalpies, and pressures. J1 values of temperature, enthalpy, 
and pressure are read in for each density. In all, I1 values 




0 T(I,J)  i s  a l ib rary  table  temperature, R 
H ( I , J )  i s  a l ib rary  table enthalpy, Btu/lb 
P( I , J )  i s  a l ib rary  table pressure, psia 
The two indices, I1 and J1, are read i n  on the f i r s t  
card and have a f i e l d  width of f ive spaces (215) and must be 
right-adjus ted. 
The second l ibrary  card i s  used t o  read i n  the f i r s t  two 
sets  of temperatures, enthalpies and pressures with a 6E10.0 
format statement. The f i r s t  temperature, including decimal, 
occupies the f i r s t  10 spaces, the f i r s t  enthalpy occupies the 
next 10 spaces, e tc . ,  up t o  60 spaces. The additional sets  of 
T,  H, P for the f i r s t  density are read i n  on subsequent cards. 
3.2 PROBLEM DATA 
The problem data consist of  the appropriate physical 
quantit ies for the problem along with required control numbers. 
Each problem data card i s  discussed below. 
F i r s t  Card 
f i e l d  width of 10 spaces (columns): 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Qe h0 AR 
Six values of the problem data are read i n  with a 
P Pmax R1 
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where Qe is the environment heating, Btu/sec 
h0 is the main flow into the tank, lb/sec 
AR is the radial distance between nodes, ft 
AI? is the pressure difference, Psi, to which two adjacent 
cells are relaxed 
Pmax is the maximum tank pressure, psi 
R 1  is the radius at the center of the tank (inner tank 
boundary), ft 
Second Card Six values are read in with a 10 space field 
width: 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
RM P k TF t 
where RM is the tank radius, ft 
p'is the dynamic viscosity, lb,/ft sec 
k is the thermal conductivity, Btu/'R-sec-ft 
TF is the fraction of the stable time step 
t is the initial time increment, sec 
p is the initial density, lbm/ft3 
Third Card Six 
10 
I? 
where P is the 
RG is the 
c is the P 
values are read in: 
20 30 40 50 60 
Rc C P cV ti %7 
initial pressure, psia 
gas constant,lb ft/OR lbm 
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cv i s  the specif ic  heat a t  constant volume, Btu/lb-'R 
ti i s  the i n i t i a l  time, seconds 
mv i s  the i n i t i a l  vent r a t e ,  lbs/sec (negative for outflow) 
Fourth Card The s ix  values read in  are 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
Qh Qm %o *VC a0 'hf 
where Qh i s  the e l ec t r i ca l  heating i n  Btu/sec 
Qm i s  the heat added t o  the tank by mixer operation i n  
Btu/sec 
Pvo i s  the pressure i n  psia a t  which the vent valve i s  
open 
Pvc i s  the pressure i n  p s i a  a t  which the vent valve i s  
closed 
Pho is the pressure i n  psia a t  which the heater i s  turned 
on 
Phf i s  the pressure i n  p s i a  a t  which the heater i s  turned 
off 
F i f th  Card The four values read i n  are  
10 20 30 40 50 60 
CT PC - - DTmo DTmf 
where DTmo i s  the 
the 
DTmf i s  the 
the 
temperature difference i n  the tank a t  which 
mixer i s  turned on 
temperature difference i n  the tank a t  which 
mixer i s  turned off 
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C T  is the max computer time in one hundreds of a second 
PC is a fraction increase in the pressure used for 
r 
derivatives obtained from the thermodynamic 
tables 
Sixth Card 
5 10  15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
I M  NCOUT N C 2  N C 7  I D M  NTIMEM I M I X  I H E T  IVENT N C 3  NC4 N C 6  
where I M  is the number of cells 
NCOUT i s  a control number, if equal to 1 uses average 
velocities across cell boundaries 
N C 2  is a control number, if equal to 1 uses constant 
density at all nodes 
NC7 is a control number, if equal to 1 uses the exact 
cell volumes. 
I D M  is the maximum number of pressure iterations per time 
step 
NTIMEM is the maximum number of time steps 
IMIX is set equal to 1 for initial mixing, 0 for no initial 
mixing 
IHET i s  initially set to 1 for the heater on, 0 for 
heater off 
I V E N T  is initially set to 1 for venting, 0 for nonventing 
N C 3  is a control number, if equal to 1, the initial 
densities are read in. 
N C 4  is a control number, if equal to 1 uses a constant 
specific heat and compressibility 
NC6 is a control number, if equal to 1 uses boundary 
velocities rather than velocities at the center 
of the cell 
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7th Card 
(2215) 
The variables using a field width of 5 spaces each 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
NE'I NWO NW1 NW2 NW3 NW4 NPC1 INPRINNTT W5 
where NFI is a control number, if = 1, plots each curve of 
graph I on separate graph 
NWO is a control number, if = 1, writes calculated values 
of specific heat 
NWl is a control number, if 1, writes the mass flux 
across each cell boundary 
NW2 is a control number, if = 1, writes the specific heat 
and compressibility 
NW3 is a control number, if = 1, writes the mass flux 
across each boundary 
NW4 is a control number, if 1, writes the output of 
Subroutine Interp (Thermodynamic Table Interpo- 
lat ion subroutine) 
NPCl is a control number., if = 1, plots the results 
INPRIN is the number of time steps between printing 
NTT is the number of pair of points of the drain history 
NW5 is a control number, which when set equal to 1, writes 
the input of quantities to Subroutine Simplt. 
Card 8 through 15 These cards are for plotting the results 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
=I( 1 KYI(1) NUS(1) NGR(1) NCC(1) JN(1) JTN(1) 
KYI(2) NUS(2) NGR(2) NCC(2) JN(2) JTN(2) 
I I r 1 1 I 
K X I  (2) 
1 
KYI(8) NUS($) NGR(8) NCC(8) JN(8) JTN(8) 
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where KXI(1) = 0 for a l inear  abcissa scale and 1 for a logarith- 
m i c  scale 
KYI(1) = 0 for  a l inear  ordinate and 1 for a logarithmic 
NVS(1) = 1 for  point p l o t s ,  2 for  points connected with 
ordinate scale 
s t ra ight  l i ne  
NGR(1) = i s  the graph number to  be plotted 
NCC(1) = the number of curves on each p l o t  
J N ( 1 )  = the c e l l  number t o  be plotted on the curves 
JTN(1) = the time steps t o  be plotted.  
Card 16  through 19  History of mass flow into the tank can be 
specified by these cards. The f i e l d  width i s  10 spaces, with 
6 quantit ies per card as shown below: 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
10 20 30 40 
NTT m 





t i s  the time i n  hours and 
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S E C T I O N  4 
E R R ' O R  D I A G N O S I S  
The two means of diagnosing input data and program errors 
are 
1, Error messages and 
2 .  Optional printout 
The er ror  messages are self-explanatory. For example, 
i n  Subroutine Newqua, i f  the absolute value of the pressure 
difference between two adjacent ce l l s  i s  not less than a 
specified input value, the following message i s  printed out: 
I terat ions did not converge i n  IDM s teps ' .  1 
IDM i s  the maximum number of i t e ra t ions  specified by 
the input data. 
For the Subroutine Interp, i f  the value of e i ther  a given 
pressure o r  density cannot be found i n  the thermodynamic table,  
the following message i s  printed: 
'Enthalpy i s  outside of density l ibrary data' o r  
'Enthalpy i s  outside of pressure l ibrary data ' .  
Almost a l l  pertinent intermediate data may be obtained by 
the use of the proper input data control numbers described i n  
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S E C T I O N  5 
P R O B L E M  T I M I N G  
A typical SW6 computer run will calculate the transient 
thermodynamic state of supercritical oxygen for a period of 
real time of about 10 hours using about lminute of computer 
time with a distance between nodes of 0.1 ft and an outflow 
velocity of 10" ft/hour. Generally the computer time will 
increase as the inverse of the square of the distance between 
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S E C T I O N  6 
S A M P L E  P R O B L E M  
6 . 1  PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
The following sample problem consists of environmental 
heating, mass withdrawal and electrical heating of super- 
critical oxygen stored in a low gravity space environment. 
The pressure history, temperature and density distributions 






Some of the most pertinent parameters are 
1. Environment heating, Qe = 0.0 Btu/sec 
2. Withdrawal rate, rho = - 1.0 pounds/hr 
3 .  Distance between nodes, R = 0.1 Ft 
4 .  
5. Maximum Radius, R, = 1. ft 
6. Initial density,p= 55 lb/ft 
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7. Initial Pressure, P = 870 psia 
8 e 
9. Vent Valves open pressure, Pvo = 2500 psia 
10. Vent valve close pressure, Pvc = 2400 psia 
11. Heater on pressure, Pho = 860 
12. Heater off pressure, pho = 1000 
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6.2 LIBRARY DATA 
The sample library data is shown below. 
1 8  12 
3 * 3 + O c ,  
l e h 4 + 0 ?  4.175+01 
2.25+r)2 1.055+02 
3 e g + n 2  1.215+02 
4on+Q2 1.435+02 
50fl+C2 1.6575+02 
h-.r)+02 1.9  775+02 
?.h+OC 
1.775+0? 9 .45+01 
2 * 2 5 + 9 2  1.045+02 
3.0+02 1 . 2 1 + 0 2  
4.0+02 1.43+02 
5oC+C)2 1.655+02 













5oq+02  l .h425+02 
he0+1)2 1.86+92 




b, i )+C2 1.845+02 
6.!I+no 
2 0 7 5 + 0 3  
2021+C2 Ge985+02 
3.3+02 1.165+'32 
2.465+02 9.1+C 1 
10. 5+0 1 
3,25+02 1 1 . 7 + C l  
4e9+02 13*475+01  











l O . O + C l  
1 2 . l + O l  

















E . O + C 2  
3 ,52+Q2 
4 e 2 + C 2  
5.4+C2 
i o  2+02 
9.53C2 
2*0bH+92 l e  C1?5+02 
2*S+02  L e 1 L + O 2  
3.5+0;2 l e325+02  
4 * 5 + 0 2  1m545+02 
5*5+02 1.7675+02 
6.5+02 1,99+02 
3 .'1+02 9*0+01 
2.5+32 1.1025+@2 
3.5+(33 l e 3 1  75+02  
4.5+02 1- 54+@2 
5.5+ 0 2  1 0 765+Q2 
6.5+'72 1.935+02 
2*.25+32 0,99+02 
Ze7'i+32 L l O 7 5 + 0 2  
3 ,5+02 l e  2R+02 














1 3 0 1 + O 1  








1 7 2+02 
2.25+02 
2.0+32 
3 e 3 + 3 2  
1 0 3 75 + 3  2 







f i . O i G 2  
3.4+03 
10,6+02 
1 3  e n + 3 Z  




GO3557LO 1 00Q5 
OC3557L 9 1 M O 6  
00 3 557L '3 13r)07 
303557L3 lOrZCd 
35 5 7L 0 1 OOC! 9 
OG3557L~10010 
oc 3557LO LOO I 1  
i)C3557L010012 
3C3557LO1Of~13 
3C3557L0 100 L4 
9if3557Li2 13015 
3'31557L3 100 14 
0 C. 3 5 5 7L 0 1 9 0 1 7 
903557LO 1 CO 18 
0035571 0 1O0lcJ 
3c\ 3 5 57L 3 103 7C 
!IC 3557L310021 
OC3557l-3 l Q 0 2 3  
0C3557L313023 
OC3S57LO 100 24 








130 3557Lr) L 3 C  33  
OG 3 55 7L 3 l @ r )  34 
OC 3 557L 0 1 OG35 
9035571. m X 3 6  
3C 3 55 7L 0 1 Or! 37 
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8 . ci+o 1 
0.725+C1 
1 1 . C 7 5+ C; 1 
1 3 . h S + 0  1 
16. 1+c 1 
ld.f:5+!: 1 
17. B 5 +  c; 2 
r! 3 8 7  5+? 2 
1 * 1 2 2 5 + C %  
1 2 5  7 5 + C L  
1 .4525+92  
1 . 7 1 + 3 2  
5 08432 
7 e 3 5 + 3 2  
13.13+@2 
13.93+32 
1 7 . 5 3 + 9 2  





2 7  0 75+3?  
3 3 . 7 5 + 0 7  
9 ?5+3 2 
1 ' + . 3 + 5 2  
13 e 5 + 3 ?  










3 1  . 7 % 3 2  
5 3 . 5 + 3 2  
2 2 e h + G 2  
41 0 53+02 
5 3  a 3 + 3 2  
1 3 . ? + 3 2  




53 e 3 4 3 2  
7 e 3 + 3 2  
1 5 . 5 t 3 2  
2 3 . 7 5 + 3 2  
32 e 75+32 
4 3 . 5 3 + 0 2  
55.5+02 
30 355fL 0 IO064 
00 3 55  7L 0 1 Or) 46 
3 0 3  55 7L8 1 q 0 4 t  
OC3557L C) I Oq48 
0 0 3  5 5  7 t 0  10949 
g C 3  55 7L 0 1 00 5C 
3G 3 55 7L G 1095 1 
0@3557LOlW52 




003 557L 0 1 @057 
3C355713 10'3 58 










00355 7LO 1007n 
10?557L313)71 
W?C,5?131OO?3 
9 f3557LD10074  
OP365 7L9 I0*9 75 
OC3557LOlW76 
OC3~571310377 
r )C 3 5 5  7LO 103 78 
OC7557L31Ofl79 
r)cr 3 55 7L I) 103 HO 
3C 3557110 l O O R 1  
O O 3 %  7L 0 10'382 
3 c 3 5 5  710 10083 
Of!3Sfi 7 L O  1.3384 
303557h010085 
O C  3557LO130A6 
3C3557LO l(30R7 
9C 3557L0 10088 
O C 3  55 7 L O  IC989 
303557LO 10090 
30 3 5 5 7L 9 I 009 1 
QC-7557t.O LO892 
o r 3 ~ i 7 ~ 0 1 n o 6 7  
or 3 55 ?L o LOO 72 
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O 0 81 5+O2 
009G5+C2 
4.2+0 1 
4.37 5+0 1 
4 e 7 + 0  1 
5.07 5+O 1 
5 e 55+0 L 
6.S25+01 
3 . 2 + 0 1  
3e35+c)l  
3.5 T 5+0 1 




2.42 5+0 L 
2*5+01  
2e7+31  
3.12 5+0 1 
3.725+01 
2 0  176  
3, c? 
3, 5 5  
5,156 
6.9 
1 0 - 2  
2 e 5 5 h + 9 2  4*275+01  4.P5+02 
2*643+02 4. S5+@1 3 e 3 + 0 2  
2.729+02 4.925+01 1 3 * 3 + 3 2  
2.8 125+ 0 2  5.3t0L 13.9+32 
3,25+07 6.9 75+0i 4 3 . 5 + 3 2  
3, N 3 2  h00+01 2 3 * 6 + 3 2  
1660 3 7.5 733 D 
168.2 3.4 333. 
1690 5 3a45 1133, 
17105 5 . 8  1353. 
174e 9 R,'+16 1 7 5 4 .  
180.2 12,407 2352, 




.') c 3 5 5 7L 0 1 or) 9 7 
303557LO10398 
00755710 10099 
30 7557L3 10 1 C C  
3C 2,5541 0 1,310 1 
3 C 1 5 5 9 L 0 1 3 1 0 3  




30 3557LO 1 0  108 
O C  35 5 71 0 1 rJ 109 
30 7 5 5  7C 0 1 3 1 10 
OC? 3557L3 10 11  1 
003557L91O112 




003557L010L l a  
O m 5 5  7L 0 1 r) 1 19 
'3C3557L310120 
r)cf 3557t  9 191 2 I 
W-3557LO l Q 1 2 2  
OC 3557LO 19 13 3 
003557Lr) 1 0 1 2 4  
0113 55 7L 0 1 0  125  
003557l-013126 
003557L010127 
QC 355 7~ o 131 r 2 
O C ~ ~ L O ~ W  1 6  
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6.3 PROBLEM DATA 
1st Card: 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
Q, = 0.0 1b;-.27xlO-~R = 0.1 P = 0.01 Pmax=30O0. R 1  = 0.1 
2nd Card: 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
= 1.0 p =  1~10-6 k=iX10-5 TFs.25 t=10--3 p =  55. 
3rd Card: 
10 20 30 40 50 
P = 870. RG’48.3 Cp=.58 Gs.337 tl=0.0 <=O.O 
60 
4th Card: 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
Qh= .166 %=O. 0 Pv0=2500. Pvc=2400. Ph0=860 Phf=1oooe 
5th Card: 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
DTm,=500. DTmf=400. CT=6000. PC=,05 
The first five data cards are shown below: 
0.3 -0e00(3277 0.1 0 - 0 1  {3000.0 o B z  3733P010001 
1.0 eCli lbCO1 eGC001 C-25 o.oc1 5 5 .  3733P010002 
0.3 3733P010003 
9 . 1 6 h  7 0.0 2 5 O C e  2409. 860, 103 3 . 3 733P010O04 
3733P010005 
1170. 4131 3 OB53 0.3347 ‘3,o 
500, 490 a 6900, 0, 05 
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6th Card: 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
I M  NCOUT NC2 NC7 IDM, NTIMEM IMIX IHET IVENT NC3 NC4 NC6 
10 0 0 1 150 40 0 0 0 2  0 0 
7th Card: 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
NFI NWO Nw1 NW2 NW3 NW4 M?C1 I N P R I N  NTT NW5 
1 0 1 1 1  1 1  1 10 1 
The 6th and 7th cards are shown below: 
,3733P010006 0 0 0 2 3 1 L3 G C 1 150 40 
3733POl0007 1 f3 1 L) L 1 1 1 1 10 
The 8 th  through 
0 2 1 2 
3 2 2 6 
0 2 3 6 
e 2 4 6 
i? 2 5 1 
0 2 6 1 
0 1 7 a 
0 1 3 a 









3 73 3PO  01 00 08 9
3733P01 Or) 10 
3 73 3P 0 L O O  1 1 
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The 16th thxough 19th problem data cards are shown below: 
O o O - l e O  13.0-1.0 1?3 . 7733P010016 101.3 0.0 120. 0.0 153 e 3733POLOOL7 
1510 - 1 O e O  2000 1.0  253,3733P910018 
3733PO10019 
-1 e 0  
-19. 
3. b 
1 . 3  1000, 
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6 . 4  PROBLEM OUTPUT 
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S E C T I O N  7 
P R O G R A M  L I S T I N G  
The program l i s t i n g  i s  shown on the following pages. 
55 
G L t V E L  1, MOD 3 M A I N  3953 D A T E  = 70239 13 /22 /34  
C**** S M O U T I  I S  THk D R A I N  R A T E  1) P O U N D S / S E L  S W 6 M 0 0 2  
C****  D E L T A R  IS T H E  D I S T A N C E  B E T W E E N  NODkS v F T  S W 6 M 0 0 3  
C****  P Y M l  I S  T H E  P R E S S U R E  D I F F E R E N C E  B E T W E E N  A D J A C E N T  M U O E S F O H  C O N V E R G E S W 6 M G 0 4  
C 4 * * *  N C E  , P S I  S W 6 M O O  5 
c**** r Y  I S  THE M A X  T A N K  PRESSURE S W 6 M 0 0 6 0  
C** * *  R A D P I N  I S  T H E  P I N f M U M  T A N K  R A D I U S  9 F T  S h 6 M 0 0 7  
C**** R h D Y A X  I S  THE TANK R A D I U S  p F T  S k 6 M 0 0 8  
S W bM0D 9 C * * * *  V I D Y  I S  T H E  D Y N A M I C  V I S C O S I T Y  
C**** C O N 0  IS T H E  T H E R M A L  C O N D U C T I V I T Y  E B T U / H R - F T - U E G  F S H 6 M O l O  
C****  T F  I S  THE F R A C T I O N  OF T H t  S T A B L E  T I N E  S T E P  U S E D  S W 6 Y D L  1 
C** * *  O E L T  1 5  T H t  i N i I T I A L  T I M €  S T E P  ( S H O U L D  B E  S M A L L  S A Y  0.1 S E C  J S W 6 M O l L  
C****  R H O 1  I S  T H E  I N l T l A L  D E N S I T Y  v P O U N D S / f T  CUBk S W b M O l 3  
C* * * *  P K E S I  IS T H E  I N I T I A L  P R E S S U R E  9 P S I  S k 6 M 0 1 4  
C****  G A S C O N  I S  THE G A S  C O N S T A N T  S W b M 0 1 5  
C** * *  S P H T P  IS T H t  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  ( C O N  P R E S S )  B T U / P L L J N D S -  ClEG F S W 6M 0 16 
C**** S P H T V  IS THf  S P E C I F I C  H E A T  ( C O N  VOL 1 d T U / P a J N D S -  D E 6  F S W b M 0 1 7  
C * * * *  T I M E 1  IS T H E  I N I T I A C  T I M E  ,SEC S W 6 M O l B  
C**** S N V E N T  IS T H E  V E N T  R A T E  t P O U N D S / S E C  S W b M O l 9  
S M 6 M 0 2 1  
C * * * *  PVFFvTU f S  THF P R E S S U R E  A T  W H I L H  V E N T  V A L V E  O P E N S  * . P S I  S W 6 M i 3 2 2  
c****  P V E N T C  rs T H E  PKFSSURE A T  WHICH V E Y T  V A L V E  CLOSES,.PSI S W 6 M 0 2 3  
C** * *  P H F T U N  I S  T H E  P R t S S U R E  AT H H I C H  H E A T E R  I S  T U R N E D  O N  S h 6 M 0 2 4  
C**e-*t P H E l O F  I S  T H E  P R E S S U R E  A T  WHfLH H F A T E R  IS T U R N F O  (3FF S k 6 M  02  5 
C * * * *  O T M I X N  IS THE T E M P  O I F F t R t N C E  A T  W H I C H  M I X E R  I S  TUKNI-D ON S W 6 M 0 2 6  
C**+*  D T M I X f -  I S  T H E  TEMP D I F F E R E N C €  A T  v l H I C H  M L X t R  I S  T U R N E D  OFF S W b M 0 2 7  
C * 4 * *  C U M F M  IS T H E  M A X  C O M P U T E R  T I M E  I N  O N E  H U N D R E G S  O f  A SECONO S W 6 M 0 2 8  
C * 4 * *  P C  I S  A F A C T f l K  U S U A L L Y  MUCH L € S S  T H A N  1 FOR S P t C I F I C  H E A T  C A L C J L .  S N b Y 0 2 9  
C**** I M  I S  TtiE N U M B E R  OF N O D E S  S l u 6 M 0 3 0  
C**** N C O h T  E O  1 LSE A V E R A G E  V E L O C I T Y  ACROSS C E L L  B O U N G A K I E S  [ L I N E A R )  S W 6 Y G 3 1  
C * * * *  hC2 kQ 1 D E N S I T Y  OF A L L  N0Dfi.S R E H A C N  C O N S T A N T  SwbY032 
C+** *  I F  N C 3  EL2 1 t t E A D  I N  I N I T I A L  D E N S I T Y  AND M I X E D  D E N S I T Y  
CC*** N C 4  E Q  1 U S E  C O N S T A N T  S P E C I F I C  H F A T  A N D  C O M P R E S S I b I L I T Y  S lu 6M 0 3 4 
C*+** N C 6  € Q  1 b S f  V f Z L ( I )  A %  T H E  C E L L  B O U N D A R I E S  SW6M 0 3 5  
C**** N C 7  Eb; 1 USE E R A C T  E Q U A T I O N  F O R  V O L U M E  E L E M E N T S  S k  6 M 0  36  
C****  10'4 IS M A X I M U M  N U M B E R  O f  I T E R A - T I O N S  I N  S U B R O U T I P J E  NEWQUA S W 6 M 0 3  7 
S k 6 M  03 8 C****  N Q I M L - Y  f S  T H E  M A X I M U I P  N U M B E R  OF T I M E  S T E P S  
C** * *  I Y I X  I F  I M I X  = 1 e M l K E R  ON SW 6 M  0 3 3 
C * 4 * *  I H E T  IF = 1 v H E A T E R  O N  SW 6 M O 4 0  
C * * * *  I V E N T  I f  = 1 e V E N T  W A L V E  O P E N  S W 6 M 0 4  1 
S W 6 M O 4 2  C****  N F I  I f  = L 4 P L O T  E A C H  C U R V E  OF G R A P H  1 U N  S E P A K A T E  F R A M E  
C * * * *  NWO I F  = 1 9 H R I T E  R E S U L T S  OF S U B *  I N T E R P  F O R  S P E C I F I C  H E A T -  N O D E 2 S W 6 M 0 4 3  
C** * *  NWA I F  = 1 9 W R I T E  S M A S l  9 S M A S 2  e S M A S 3  E T C  S W6M 044 
C * * * *  N W 2  IF = 1 s W R I T E  S P H T V V l l l p  L C O P l P ( 1 )  S P H T J V l X M M ) e e e ,  S W 6 Y 0 4 5  
C**** N W 3  E Q  1 W R I T E  M A S S  F L U X  C t L L  B O U N D A R I E S  S W 6 M 0 4 6  
C**** 1 '444 kQ 1 W R I T t  I N T E R P  OkITPUT - F R q  T P 1  p T P 2  E T C  S W 6 M 0 4 7  
C * * + t  I F  N H 5  F Q  1 Y R I T E  I N P U T S  T O  Y U R R O U T I N E  S I M P L T  S W 6'AO 48 
Cs*** N P C l  kCJ1 P I O T  Q E S U L T S  S W b M 0 4 9  
C****  I Y P R I N  IS TH€ NUMBER OF T I M E  S r t P S  H E T H E E N  P R I N i I N G  S W 6 M 0 5 0  
C** * *  N T T  I S  THE Y U Y B E R  O F  P A I R  O F  P O I N T S  OF D K A I V  H I S T B K Y  S W 6 M 0 5 1  
C** * *  K Y I t K )  IS 0 FOR L I N E A R  ORD S C A L E 9  I F O R  L O G  SWbYO53 
C * * * 4  Q H F A T R  1 5  T d E  HEATING K A T k  OF T H E  H f A T E R t  B T W H K  SWbYozo 
C**** U M O T U R  1 5  T H E  MOTOR H E A T  D I S S I P A T I O N  BTU/HR 
5 W 6 M  C332 
C * * 4 *  K X I ( K 1  I S  0 F O R  K T H  G R A P H  L I N E A R  S C A L t ,  l * F O R  L U G  S C A L E  OF X COOR S W 6 M 0 5 2  
56  
V G C k V E C  1 9  MO1) 3 M a I N  D A T E  = 70239 L 9 / 2 2 / 3 4  
C * * * *  N V S ( K )  IS 1 F U R  P O I N T  PLCIT 9 2 FOR L I N E  P L O T  F O K  G R A P H  S W 6 Y 0 5 4  
C**** N G R I ( K 1  I S  G R A P H  N0.c 1 FOR F L R S T . 2  FOR S E C O N O  E T C  FOR P L O T T I N G  S t d b M O 5 5  
C**+* N C C I ( K )  IS T H E  IUUHBER O f  C U R V E S  ON T H E  K T H  G R A P H  S w b M 0 5 6  
C****  J N ( K I  15 T H k  NUDE N U M B E R  TO BE P L O T T E D  ON THF K T H  C U K V t  S w 6 M 0 5 7  
C****  J T N f K t  I S  THE T I M E  S T E P  TO BE P L O T T E D ,  H H E N  J T N = N T I M E  S W b M  0 5  8 
C**+*  S M T 1 1 )  IS THE D R A I N  K A T E  , P O U N D S / H O U R  S W 6 M 0 5 Y  
c***+ r r M T ( I )  I S  THE TIME IN HOURS S H b Y O b O  
C**** R E A 0  I N  I N I C l A L  D E N S I T Y  A N D  P K E S S U K E  S k b M O b l  
C * * * *  S M A S l  IS THE A V E R  D E N S l T Y  T I M E S  T A N K  V O L U M E  SW6MOb.Z 
C * * * *  S Y A S Z  IS T H E  U € N S I T Y  T I M E S  T H E  V O L U M E  t L t H E N T S  S W C M 0 6 3  
C****  S M A S 3  I S  T H E  I E l l r I A i  M A S S  M I N U S  M A S S  OUT S r 1 6 P 0 6 4  
C****  E N O U T T  I S  T H E  T O T A L  E N E R G Y  OUT S k 6 M 0 6 5  
C****  t N I N T  IS T H E  T O T A L  E N E R G Y  I N  S W b M O 6 6  
C**** t N E N T l  IS T t i t  A V E R  I N T E d N A L  E N t R G Y  T I M E S  D k N S I T Y  T I M E S  T A N K  V l l L U ~ l t S w 6 M O h 7  
C * * * *  E N E h T 2  I S  T l i E  INTERkAL E N E R G Y  T I M E S  D E N S I T Y  T I M E S  V O L U M E  E L E M E N T S  S W b Y O b 8  
L**** EYkhrT7 I S  T H E  I N I T I A L  T O T A L  I N T E R N A L  E N E R G Y  P L b S  PNG. I N  h ( 1 N U S  E N G S d b M O b J  
C * * * *  O U T  S H l b M 0 7 0  
C O M b W N / P R O P / € N T H T ( 3 0 1 3 0 )  ~TEVT130t301r P R E S F ( 3 0 r j O ) r  R H c l l ( 3 0 )  8 SWbMO 7 1 
11 l M A X ,  J l M A X  S H 6 M C  7 2  
U I M E N S I O V  T I T I 1 0 8 8  + A B S A ( 1 0 8 )  9 O R D I l O 8 )  v L A B L C U ( 3 2 0 )  SH 6 M  0 73 1 
D I Y F N S I O N  X ( 2 O O e 2 )  9 Y ( 2 0 0 9 d 1 B )  9 N V S I d )  9 N C S ( 8 )  v .  Y G R I I B ) ,  K X I I  8 j S W 6 M O 7 4 2  
1 r K Y I ( 8 l r  J N I 8 )  NCCI(8) 9 J T h ( t l 1  r N P I i 8 )  SvlbM 0 753 
D I M E N S I O N  SYTISO)F T I F l T ( 5 0 )  SrJ 64 0764 
L n M M O Y / C O N T Y / N k 3 * N W 4  SkbM 0 7 7 5  
D I M E N S I O N  PRESSPt100)r T E M P N P ( 1 0 0 )  P T E M P N U (  1 0 0 ) r P R E S S i J l  L O O )  SH bM 0 7 8 
D A T A  T I T / * F I G U R E  T A N K  P R E S S J K E  H I S T O R Y  9 - F  i G U K E  S W 6 M O 7 9 1  
1 T A N K  T E M P E R A T U R E  H I S T O R Y  , F I G U K E  T A N K  D E N S I T Y S W 6 M O H O Z  
2 H I S T O R Y  * F I G U R E  T A N K  V E L O C L T Y  H 4 S T O K Y  S k 6 M 0 8  1 3  
X * *  S W b M O 3 2 4  
H I S W b M  Od 35 3 p f 1 G U R F  S T U K A G €  M A S 5  H I S T O R Y  9 F I G U K E  
4 S T O R Y  O e  M A S S  F L O W  r F  I G U R E  T E M P E R A T U R E  S T R A T  IFSW6M0846 
51 C A  i I Oh * F I G U R E  D E N S I T Y  STRAT1.F I C A T  I O N  9 S M 6 M O 8 5 7  
6 ' /  SW b M  0 8  h8 
D I M E l v S I O h  E N T H L P ( 1 0 0 1 ,  € N T H L O (  100) S W b M 0 8 7  
D A T A  A B S A / '  STORA+GE T I  ME, HOUKS 9 SW b y 0  8 8 1 
1 S T O R A G E  T I M E ,  H O U R S  9 ST0R:AGE T I M E S U b M O B 9 2  
Z r H C l U R S  * S T O K A G t  T I [ M E *  HOJKS S k b M 0 9 0 3  
3 ,  # ' *  S T O R A G E  T I M E ,  H O U R S  9 S S k 6 M 0 9 1 4  
4 T O K A G t  T I M E ,  H O U K S  9 K A D I A i  D I S T A N C E 9  F S W 6 M 0 9 2 5  
5 F r T  V R A D I A L  D I S T A N C € v  F E E T  9 S W b M 3 9 3 6  
b 'I 5 W 6 M  0947 
D I M E F j S I C N  A C ) ( 1 0 0 1  S W 6 M 0 9 5  
D A T A  ORD/' P R t S S U R E I  P S I A  * S W b M O V b 1  
I T E M P F R A T m E v  D E G R f E S  F 9 D E N S I T Y  v P U U N D S S W b M O V 7 2  
2 / C U B L C  F T  9 V E L O C I T Y t  F T / H O U A  S k 6 M  09 8 3 
3 *  S T O R A G E  M A S S 9  P O U N D S  t FlCIWSW6M 1005 
4 K A T E  p PUUNDS/ H O U R  9 T E M P E R A T U R E  9 D E G R E E S  S M 6 Q l 9 1 6  
5 R  8 D E N S I T Y  9 P O U N D S /  C U B I C  f T  t S k 6 M 1 0 2 7  
b ' /  S H h M 1 0 3 8  
DI'4FFNSIIIN X A H ( 2 0 0 )  r Y A R ( 2 0 0 1 9  P K E S S K ( 4 , 7 0 0 )  9 T l M E R [ Z O O ) o  1 s t  1 2 )  SWbM 104 
D A T A L A S L C  1J / ' N O D E  9 q S T R A T I F I E D  N S ~ 6 M 1 0 5 2  
X ' 9  ' SW b M  0994 
57 
' CI L E V E L  l r  MOO 3 M A I N  D A T E  = 70239 19/ 22 /  34 
l O D E  9 H O U R S '  / SW6M 1063 
COMMON R H O ( 1 0 0 ) r  T E M P ( l O U 1  9 R A O I U S ( 1 0 0 )  t E N T H L Y ( 1 0 0 ) ,  S h 6 M  107 
l V E L ( 1 0 0 1 r  V E L N 1 1 0 0 )  p P R E S S ( 1 O U )  * T E M P N l L O O j  r € N T H L N I  1 O O l . r  SW6M 108 
2 S Y F L U X ( 1 0 0 1  t RHON(1001 q T A U ( 1 0 0 )  9 H H O O ( l 0 0 1  V E L I l L 1 0 0 ) r  S W 6 M 1 0 9  
3 E N V O L ( 1 0 0 )  9 E N V O L N 1 1 0 0 ) v  E N V O L L ( l D 0 )  v E N V O L O ( 1 0 0 ) t  S W 6 M l l O  
4 I L A S T ( 1 0 0 )  9 J t A S T ( 1 0 0 1  v I M A X .  9 U E L T  v D E L R  9 D E L T A R ?  IM. SW6M 11 1 
5 N C l r N C 2 r N C 3 r N C 4 t  N C 5 r  N C 6  r N C 7 r N C B t  Q F L U X I  loo)., T F q R A D M A X t O T A N  SW6H 1 1 2  
C O M M O N / P H O R / L C O M P (  1001 r S P H T V V I  100) S H 6 M 1 1 3  
C O M M O N / V l l / V O L E ( S O )  * V O L T A N  S W b M 1 1 4  
Cr3HMON/NEW/  GASCON,  A 1 1 0 0 )  9 I D D  t I D M  r P M M l  SwSM 11 5 
C A L L  G S T A R T  ( *  S W 6 ' r M O Y E R )  SW6M 116 
GO TO ( 1 0 1 2 0 1 9 M O V E R  S W 6 M 1 1 7  
LC C A L L  L I B  S W 6 M l 1 8  
C***+  I l Y A X  IS T H t  Yl!lMH€R OF L I B .  D E N S I T I E S  S k 6 M  11 9 
R E A D I 5 r l l J  I l M A X  r J l M A X  S * 6 M  1 2 0  
1 2  F O R M A T  ( 2 1 5 )  SW6M 12 1 
S k 6 M  122 
DL1 14 I = l ~ I l H 6 1 (  S d 6 M  123 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 6 ) R H O T ( I )  S W 6 M 1 2 4  
1 3  F 3 R M A T i l H  r l E 1 6 . 8 )  S W 6 M 1 2 5  
1 5  F L I R M A T (  1i-l t 3 E 1 6 . 8 )  S k 6 M 1 2 6  
16 F O R M A T t L E 1 0 . 0 1  S h 6 M  12  7 
R E A O ( S r l T ) ( T E M T  ( I IJ).  E N T H T I I r J )  v P R E S T ( I q J 1  v J = l r J l M A X  ) S k b M 1 2 8  
17 F O R M A T ( 6 E l O . O )  S k 6 Y l L 9  
W R I T E ( 6 r  9J S w 6 M  130 
'7 F U R M A T ( ' 0 ' v '  D E N S I T Y  * 1 SW6M 1 3  1 
rJR I TE ( b t  13 1 SW6M 1 3 2  
W R I T E ( 6 1  8) S W 6 M 1 3 3  
8 F O R M A T (  ' 0 ' ~ '  P R E S S U R E  T E M P F R A T U R E  q E N T H A L P Y  ' 1 SW6P 134  
k R  I T E I  6 9  1 5 )  ( P R E S T (  I 9 J) 9 T E M T t I  9 J1 r E N T H T (  I r J ' )  Sk6k 1 3 5  
14 C O N T I N U E  SW6M 136  
2 0  C A L L  PROR S W 6 M 1 3 7  
C A L L  S l A  11JS( IS) S W 6 M 1 3 8  
C ' I Y P l  = IS181 S u J 6 M 1 3 9  
H E A U 4 5 , 7 1 1  JTAhcI ,  S M O U T l  e D E L T A R  9 P M M l ,  T M  v R A D M I N t  SLJ6M 140 
1 R A O M A X  q V I O Y  v CUND q T F  9 D E L 1  9 RHO1 9 P R E S 1  * GASCiJNv SW6M 1 4 L  
2 ' 3PHTP 9 S P H T V  v T I M E {  s S M V E N T  Q H E A T R  I QMOTOR e P V E N T O  9 SW6M 14.2 
3 P V E N T C  q P H E T C l N  9 P H E T O F  U T M I X N  9 D T M I X F r C G M P M v J ' C  S k 6 M  143  
R E A D 1 5 r 7 2 1  I M  t N C O N T  9 N C 2  9 N C 7  3 I D M 9  N T I M E M ,  [ M I X  e SW6M 144 
1 I H E T  9 I V E N T  r N C 3 r N C 4 w N C 6 r N F I  SW6M 1 4 5  
2 9 N k 0 ,  Nur1.2, NW3 9 NW4, N P C l t  I N P R I N s N T T  vNW'5 S k 6 4  1461 
K E A D 1 5 , 7 7 1 ) ( K X I ( K ) e  K Y I ( K ) r  N V S I K 1 ,  N G R I t K J  T NCCI . (  K )  9 JFJ( K S h 6 M  1 4 7 2  
1 1 9  J T N ( K 1 ,  K = l  0 8 )  SW6M 1 4 8 3  
7 7 1  F O R M A T (  7151 SW6M 1494 
7 1  F Q R Y A T  /6FlOeaff l  S h 6 M  150 
72  F J R M A T i  1 2 1  51 SW6M i5 1 
R E A O l 5 q  2 1 )  ( S M ? (  I )  9 T l M T  ( 1 )  1) I = l r N T T  1 S h 6 M 1 5 2 1  
2 1  F O R M A T (  6f10,U) SvJ6M 15 3 2  
N R I T E  ( 6 9  7 3  J S W 6 M l 5 4  
1 O I F .  P S I ,  Y A X  P R E S  P 5 1 9  M f N  R A D I U S  - F T  1 S k 6 M  156  
w R I I t l t * 7 4 1 U T A h I ~  S M O U T I  q D E L T A H  9 P M M l v  T M  p R A D M I N  S W 6 M 1 5 7  
G I + * +  J l Y A X  IS N U M H E R  OF L I B .  P R E S S U R E S  
RHOT( :  I 
J = l t  J l M A X )  
7 3  F O R M A T ( 1 i - l  9 '  E N V O N  H F R T - B / S ,  D R A I N  K A T E - P / S  D E L T A  H A D I U S - F T ,  P K E S S W b M l 5 5  
58 
V G L E V t L  1, MDI) 3 M A f N  D A T t  = 7 0 2 3 9  1 9 / 2 2 / 3 4  
7 4  FORMAT(1H r6E16.7J SH6M158 
SW6M 1 5 9  
7 5  FORMAT(1H 9 '  RAUMAX, FT q DYN. VISC. 9 THERHAL COND 9 SW6M L60 
1 TF * D E L 1  SEC 9 I . N I T  DENSITY ' j  SW6M161 
WRITEf6q741RADMAX v V I D Y  t CON0 T Ft= 9 DELT v PHUl SW6N 1 6 2  
WR I TE 4 6 9  7 6 )  SW6M 1 6 3  
7 6  FORMAT(1H e '  PRESI  P S I  * GASCUN r SPYTP B IP-F  SPHTVSW6M164 
1 I3 /P-F t T I M E 1  SEC 9 VENT KATE P I S  $ 1  SW6M 165 
h R I T E ( h v 7 4 )  PRES19 GASCON 9 SPHTP 9 SPHTV r T I M E 1  9 SMVENT Sh6M166  
WR I TF ( 6 , 7 8 1  SW6C167 
7 8  FORMAr( l t -4  9 '  U-HEATER B / S  w O-MOTOR t3/S T PVEHT-0 P S I  t PVENSWbM168 
1 T - 6  P S I  9 P-HET-ON P s i  P-HET-Of f  P S I  ' )  SW6M 169 
SW61170 
WJR I TE ( 6 r  79)  SH6M 171  
79  FORMAT( 1H 9 ' DEL-TEMP-MI X-DNI DEL-TEMP-MIX-OF r CONPH,PC ' ISW6M172 
YR I TE [ b r  74)  SW6M 173 
WRITE ( 6 9 8 2 )  Sw6P 114 
WRITE Ibr  7 5  i 
W R I T E t 6 r 7 4 1  PHFATR 9 QMOTOR, PVENTOI PVENTC 9 PHETON 9 PHBTOF 
D T  MI XN 9 DTMI  XF 9 COMPM? PC 
8 2  FORMAT(1H 9 '  I M  NCCNT NC2 NC7 I D M  N T I H E N  LMIX  I H F i  [VENT NLSM6N175 
1 3  NC4 NC6 V F I  NWO N l W l  N k 2  kW3 NW4 N P C l  I N P R I N  N T T  Nr1'5') 
W R I f E ( 6 w 8 1 )  I M  9 NCONT r NC2 e NC7 e IUMe NTLMEM, I Y L X r  I H t T 9 S W b K 1 7 7  
1 [VENT v NCJ rNC4 NC6 9 NF I SW6M 1 7 8  
2 * N U C *  hk11  NW2, NW3 9 NW49 N P C l r  I N P R I N r N T T r k N ' S  S W h M L Z 9 1  
W R I T E ( b v 7 7 3 )  I K X I I K I I K Y I I K ) * N V S I K ) *  N G R I ( K )  9 N C C I l K J  9 J N ( K 1 r  SW6Y1802 
1 J T N ( K ) r  K z l c  8 1 Sk6M 18 1 3  
7 7 3  FORMAT(1H ' K X I = '  9 i 5. K Y I = '  I 5  9 '  NVS='r  15,' N5R I = '  9 C5*.* NCC I = S H 6 M l B 2 4  
l * * l 5 , '  J N = ' r I S , *  J T N = ' r I 5  1, SW6M 1 8 3 5  
8 1  F d U Y A T ( 1 H  9 2 4 1 5 )  S W 6 M  1 6 4  
N K I T t ( 6 r  2 2 )  SW6M 18 5 1  
2 2  FORMAT(1H * ' D R A I N  RATE-POUYDS/HK r T I M E  HOURS ETC' 1 Sk6Y 1 8 6 2  
W R I T F ( b p 2 6  ) ( S M T . I I ) r  T I M T I I f r  I = l , N T T )  Sh6M 1 8 7 3  
2 6  FORM4TI 1H 9 8Fl6-6) S W 6 M  1 8 8 4  
I M A X  = I M  - 1 
CALL  OATCHK(KX1, K Y I I  NVS, NGKI  t NCCI v JNI. JTN, ERH e It41 N'IIMEM SW6M1402 
Sh6M 1 7 6 2  
SW6M189 
1 9 N P C l  1 Sw6M19L3 
I F I k R R m E Q - 1 )  2E T O  20 SW6M 1 9 2 4  
Sk6M 193 i " M  = I Y  + 1 
11. = 1 SW6M 1941 
QJAN = OTANI SW6M195 
D I R  = IF1 - 1 SW6M 1 9 5 2  
SW6M 197 I F I D I F ? ,  NE, 0.) DELTAR = (RADMAX - R A D M I N ) / D I R  
SW 6 M  20 3 
NPRNT = 0 SW6M 2 0 4 2  
SW6M205 R A D I l j S ( 1 )  = RAOMIN 
X (  1 9 2 )  = R A I l I l I S ( 1 )  SW6MZO6l 
X t  I M W V 2 ) =  0.0 Sh 6 M  2 0 7 3  
R A D I U S ( I M M ) =  0.0 SW6Fr1208 
R A D I U S l I M ) =  R A D Y A X  S k 6 M 2 0 9  
X (  I l r 7 2 I =  R A U I C ; S ( I M I  SW6M2102 
DO 3 1  I =  2 t I Y A K  SrJ6M2 11 
A P D I b . j ( I  ) = KAOICISf 1-11 + D E L 1  AH Slu'bH212 
3 1 1  X ( I r 2 )  = R A L ) I U S ( I )  SW6M2 I 3 2  
3 1  COYTINUE SW6M214 
CN I NT=C* 0 
59 
I G LEVEL l r  MUD J M A I N  DATE = 70239 191 2 2 /  3 4  
SW6M2 15  
DELR = 2a*DELTAR Sw6M216 
SW6M217 VOLTAN = 3.1416*4.*IRAOIUS(IM)**3.- RADIUS'(11**3.1/3.0 
AREOUT = 3 .1416* IRADIkJS(1 ) * *2 -  1 *4*  Sk6H2 1 8  
R A T I O  = AREOUT/VOLTAN SW6M 2 19 
X L  = 0.0 SW6M220 
xu = 0.0 SW6M22 1 
YL = 0.0 S k 6 M  22 2 
YU = 0.0 SW6M223 
S H 6F1Z 2 4 
SW6M22 5 1  NTQ = 0 
IND = 1 SW6M 2 2  6 
D O  251 I = 2 9  I M A X  SW6M227 
1 ) * * 3  8/3. SubM229  
2 5 1  C3NTINUE SWbM230 
VOLE ( I M 1 = 4. *3 141 6* (RAD I U S ( I M ) **3 - ( RAD1 US [ I M  ) -DkC T AR/ 2.1 ** 3. I / 3. Sw 6M 2 3 2  
DO 2 7  I = 1 9 € M M  SrJ 6M23 3 
P K E S S 4 I )  = P R E S I  SWbM234 
R H f l t I )  = RHO1 SW6M235 
27 CONTINUE SulbM2 36 
I F I N C 3 .  N€. 1) GO TO 1 4  SW 6M 2 3 7 1  
REAf l f  5 9  28) ( R H O (  I )  9 I = 1 ,  I M M )  SW6M 23 81 
READ45 r 2 8 ) ( P R E S S ( I l 9  I = l * I M M  1 SW 6M2 382 
28 FORMAT( 6E10.04 SW 6 M  2 393 
W R I T E l t  , 2 9 1  SLJ6M2404 
2 9  FORMAT(1H ( 'THE I N I T I A L  DENSI.TIES ARE.,.,. ' b SW6M2415 
W R I l E 4 6 r  3 2 ) (  I t  R H Q ( I ) r  I = 1  I M M  ) Sn6M2426  
W R I T E ( 6 r  3 2 ) (  1 9  P R E S S ( I ) ,  I=1 t I M M  ) SH6M2427 
32 FORMAT(1H , 1 5 r 8 E 1 4 - 6 )  SM6M2437 
3 4  CONTINUF S W 6 Y  2 4 4  
CALL I N T t R P ( I N D e  PRESS 9 RHO v ENTHLY 9 TEMP s I H M J  SW6M245 
T IME = T I M E 1  Sk 6M2460 
N T I M E S  = 0 SW6Y24 7 1 
NTIWE = 0 SW6N248 
D O  40 I s 1  r I M H  SWbM249 
ENVOLI  = E-NTHLYI 1 )*RHO( I - ffe lB5+PRESS( I J  SH6M250 
VECN(1)  = 0.0 Su6M25 1 
P R E S S ( L 1  = P R E S I  SW6M2 5 2 
t N V O L ( 1 J  = ENVOLI  S k 6 M 2 5 3  
s P ~ i T v v ( I )  = s P H r v  SWbM254 
ZCOYP ( L 1 =(  PRESS( I 1 / (RHO ( 11 *GASCON*T EMP( I 1 1  1 * 144. SW64255 
4 0  CONTINUE SW6M256 
ENENT 1 = VOL JAIU*ENVOLI I MM) S W6M 2 5 7 
SMAS3 = VOLTAN*RHO(IM#I  SW bM 251) 
P P F I V E  = PHETOF Oe5 SW 6 M  2 5 8 1  
PMFIVE = PHETON - 0 - 5  SW6M2582 
P M t E  = PHETOF - 0.5 SW6M27 11 
PPFE = PHETON + 0.5 SH6M27 1 2  
DO 60 I = 2 r I M M  SrlhM259 
V E L ( I 1  = 0.0 SWbM260 
SMFLUX( 1) = SNOUT1 / [ 4 e  *3* 1416) 
FNflUTT = O e O  
VOLE( I ) =  4 - * 3 . 1 4 1 6 * (  ( R A D I U S (  I )  +DELTAR/2=)**3.-IRADIUSI I ) -OELTAR/ZeSWbM228  
VOLE( 1 ) =  4 . * 3 . 1 4 1 6 * ~ 1 R A O I U S 1 1 ) + D E L T A R / 2 . ~ ~ * 3 .  - K A D I U S l  1)**3.)/3. SW6Mi31  
60 
V G LEVEL 1 9  MOD 3 MA1 N DATE = 70239 19/ 2 2 /  3 4  
60  CDNTINbE SW6M261 
VEL < 1 ) =SMf LUK t L b / { RHO4 1) * ( RAiDI US 1 ) **2 ) . I  SW6M2h2 
K 5 2  = 0 SW6M 2 6 2  1 
GO TO 90 SW 6M 2 6 3 
100 CI lNTINUE SW6M264 
1 D D  = 1 Sk’6M265 
C**** I F  I M I X  = 1 9 MIXER ON S k b M 2 6 6  
C**** If I H E T  = 1 9 HEATER ON SW 6 M  2 6 7  
C****  I f  I V E N T -  1 c V€NT V&LVE OPEN SW6M268 
D 1 T  = ABSITEMP( IM1-  T E M P I 1 1 1  SW6M269 
I F ( D l T * G T . D T M I K M l  I M f K =  1 SW 6 M  2 7 0  
IF ID1T .LE .DTYIXFJ  I M I I ( =  0 SW6M271 
SrJbMZ 7 2  I f I P K E S S ( 2 ) . G T ,  PVEYTOJ lVENT = L 
S W6M 2 7 3  
I F I P R E S S I Z 1 . L E .  PPFE ) I H E T  = 1 SIr6M2 14 
DELTO = DELT S W6M 2 7 4 2  
IF1PRESS(?) .GE.  PMFE b I H E T  0 S W b Y 2  7 5  
KOLP = 0 SW6MZ752 
QTAN = QTANI + IHET*QHEATR +SMiX*OMOTOK SW6M276 
KLfNTl  = 0 Sh bM 2 7 h l  
T I M Y  = T l M T (  I f  j*3600. SW6M 2 7 72  
I F f r I M E . L r .  TI.MMI GO To L Z L  SWbM 2 7  8 3  
SMOUTI = S M T ( I I 1 / 3 6 0 0 *  SW6M2 7 90 
I [  = 11 + 1 Sw6M 2 7 9 2  
1 2  1 CONTINUE SWbM2794 
00 1 2 2  I = l r  I M M  Sh6M2795  
1 2 2  PRESSO(1) = PRESS(1 )  S W6MZ 7 9 6  
KONT= 0 S W6M 2 0 2  7 
124 CONTINL€  SW6ML 8 2 8  
SMFLUX( L I = 4 SHOUT I + SMVENT*I VENT I /140 *30 1 4 1 6  1 SW6Y283 
DO 1 2 9  I = A r I M M  SW6M2831 
1 2 9  P R E S S L I )  = P R E S S U I I )  SW6M28 32  
V E L ( 1 J  = S M F t U K L L I / ( R H O  I l J * ( R A D I U S I l J * * Z ~  SW6M284 
SW6Y 2 8 5 D E L T J  = DELT 
RHONt IMM) = R H G ( t I M M 1  * V E L I l ) * D E L T * R H O (  l)*RATIO Sk6M2 6 8 
1 2 3  CALL NEWQUA1NCONTrDELlr  RHO, V.EL, TEMP t ENVOL r ENVOLN r SW6M289 
lRHf lN  VFLN v ENTHLY t ENTHLN r RADIUS e 4FLUX p COND 9 PRESS, SW6M2JO 
2OELTARe NC2, SMFLUXI OTAN, V I D Y ,  TFI I M A X  ~ N C ~ ~ N C ~ ~ S P H T V I S P H T P I  S k 6 M 2 9 0 1  
3 TEMPN t NC4 1 SW 6H29O2 
DLP = ABS(PRESSO(2)-  P R E S S ( 2 )  1 S k 6 M  2 90 5 
KDLP = KDLP + 1 S h 6 M  2 406 
I F ( D L P - G T e  11- J DELT = DELTO* lO- /OLP SH 6 M  2 9 0 7  
I F I D L P - G T .  11.-AND. KDCP-LT-  4 1 GO T O  1LC Slu6M2909 
I F ( K O N l l . G J . 0 )  GO TO 1 2 5  SW6M2913 
KONTL = KSINTL + 1 SW6M29 14 
P H I G  = 0. SH6M 2 9 1 5  
PLOk = 0, SW6M2916 
I F ( P R E S S ( 2 )  * L E .  P P F I V E j G O  T O  1 2 7  SWbM2917 
IF ( P R E S S O (  2 )  .NE, PRESS(? )  I PHLG =(PHETUF-PKESSO( 2 ) 1 / 1  PR.ESS( 21-PX€SSSb46M2918 
l O ( 2 ) )  Sk6M2919  
IFIPHIG.16.O. CR- P H I G * G T - * 9 8 )  GO T O  1 2 7  Sh6W920 
DELT = L)ElTO+PHIC S h 6 Y 2 9 2 2  
I F ( P R E S S 1 2 ) e L F .  PVENTC) I V E N T  0 
61 
1 G LEVEL 1 ,  MOD 3 M A I N  OAT€ = 7 0 2 3 9  191 2 2 / 3 4  
GC] TO 1 2 4  SW6M2324 
127 I F f P R E S S 1 2 ) e G E a  PMFLVE )GO TO 1 2 5  S W 6 M  2 9 2 4  
I F ( P R E S S O I 2 l . N E .  P R E S S ( 2 ) )  PLOW= (PRESSUt2* ) -  P H E T O N l / I P H E Y S O ( Z I  - SW6N2928 
l P R E S S ( 2 )  1 SW6M2929 
I F ( P L 0 k  .LEeO.*ORePLW eGTe0.98 J G O  TO 1 2 5  SW6M293 1 
D E L T  = DELTO*PLOW SW6M2933 
125 LUNTINUE SW 6 M  2 9 3 7  
DELTP = D E L 1  SW 6 M  2 9 3 0  
IF i I D D  oEQ. -1 1 G O  T O  2 0  SU6M294 
DELT = DELTT S W6M 2 9 5 
SMUUTT = DELJ*SMFLUX(1)*4.*3.1416 S W 6M 2 96 
ENEWAWz QTANt.SYFLUX( 1) *4.*3.1416*ENTHLY ( 1) SW 6 M  29 T 
LrNOUTT = ENOUTT + DELT*SMFLUX(a11 *C.*301416*ENTHLYI 1)  SW6M298 
E N I N J  = E N I N T  + DELT*QTAN SU6M300 
D E L T  = DELTP SW6M301 
I F  t IOD .EQ.  -1  i GO ro 2 0  SW6M 3 0 2  
I F I N C 4 . k Q . l I  GO TO 2 2 0  SW6M303 
I N D  = 1 SW6M304 
Z C O H P ( I ) = ( P R E S S ~ I ~ / ~ ~ ~ O N ~ I ~ * G A S C O N * T E M P N ~ I ~ ~  J ) * 1 4 4  S W6M 306 
215 CONTINUE Sk6M 30 7 
220 CONTINUE Sw6M308 
FNFNTZ = E NVOLN( 1) *VOLE( 1 )  + E NVOLN ( I M )  *VOLE[ LM) S k b M 3 0 9  
E N E N T l  = VOLlAN*ENVOLNLIMM) SW6M310 
ENENT3 = E N t N T I  + ENOUTT t ENLNT 5 w 6 M 3 1 1  
DO 2 3 7  I z 2 r I M A X  SW6M312 
ENENT2 = ENENT2 + ENVOLNt I )  *VOLE ( I 1 SW6M313 
2 3 7  CONTINUE SW6M 3 14 
SMASl  = VOLTAN*RHON(SMM) SW 6 M  3 1 5  
SYAS2 = V O L E I 1 1 * R H O N I l )  SW6M316 
DO 2 5 2  I = 2 r  XM SW6M317 
SMAS2 = SMASE + R H O N I I ) * V O L E I  Lt SW6M318 
Sk 6 M  3 1 9 
SMAS3 = SMAS3 + SMUUTT SW6M320 
I F ( N k l . h E a  1 1 GO TO 2 4 0  SH6M 3 2  12 
W R I T E ( b r 2 3 8 )  SU6M322 
1 rEN€K. IN-BTU r E N E N T l  -BTU T ENENT2 -BTU 9 ENENl3-BTU o ' J  SU6M 3 2 4  
2 3 9  F U R M A T t l H  98E14.5) S k 6 M 3 2 5  
SW6M326 
2 4 0  Ci lNTINUE Sk6M 32 72 
GO TO 1 2 4  ~ 6 ~ 2 9 3 5  
DO 215 I = 1, I M M  SHLM 30 5 
2 5 2  CONTINUE 
2 3 8  ,FORMAT(.LH 9 '  SMAS1-POUNDS rSMAS2-POJNDS vSMAS3-POUNDS rENER.OUT-BTUSk6M323 
WR I T E i 6 r 2 3 9 )  S M A S L r S M A S P r S M A S 3 , E N O U T T r E N I F J T  9 ENEhTl,.ENENT2,ENENT3 
SUMP =C.O SW6M328 
I F 4 I M I X e Y E e 1 )  GO TO 2 5  SW6M329 
DO 23 L = l r  I M  SW6M330 
TEMP4 i 1 =  i E M P f I i 4 M )  SW6M332 
PRESS( I ) =  PRESSI IMM)  SW6M333 
E NVOL ( 11 = ENVOL( I MH) Sd6M334  
2 3  C3N71NLE S W 6 M  335 
25  CONTLNUE SW6M336 
R H U t I  ) = R l i O l I  V M )  s w6i4 3 3 i 
I F I T M .  LT. PRESSIL) 1 NTIMES = NTlMEM sn 6~ 3 3 5 2  
62 
D A V E  = I O 2 3 9  1 Y /  2 2 /  3 4  
63 
J u L E V E L  1, M O O  3 MA! N D A T E  = 70239 1 9 / 2 2 / 3 4  
116 C . O K M A T ( I H  rF14.51 S k b M 3 8 t ~  
O(1 772 J1  2 1 9  8 SWbM 3M 7 1 
I F L N G K I ( J I ) . N F ,  J I  ) G O  10 7 7 2  SW6M 38 8 3 
K X =  K X I ( J 1 )  S h b M 3 9 0 7  
K Y =  K Y I ( J 1 )  S k 6 M 3 9 1 9  
I F l ~ G R . ~ U . 7 . n K , N G H , ~ g . B 1  N P =  I M  SkhM 3 Y 2 0  
IF I NL+?.NE, 7.AND. N G K e N E  -8 I NP= N T I M E  S WbM 3 9 3 Z 
h C C =  N C C I i  J 1 )  Sw6H 3944 
IF4 F J C ; H . F B + ?  *OK. N G L E Q -  d l  NCC = K52 S l r u b M 3 9 4 5  
N G K  = J1 sww 3 8 9 5  
N V  = M b S O 1 )  SWbM 3956 
L A L L  S I M P L T t K X ,  K Y v  X i Y  i NP i NCC Q N V  v NGh S w b M 3 9 h U  
1 ( T I T  p A B S A  i OPD 1 LARLCLJ i N F I  p J r 4 , J J b i i I M M v N d S )  S w b M 3 J 7 1  
772 G O l u T l N I J k  S w  bM 3 9  82 
C A L L  S T A T U S (  I S 9  S W 6M 3 <3 Y 
C O 4 P P 2  = I S ( d )  S K b M 4 0 0  
C O M P T T  = ( L O Y P P 7  - L U I P P l I / l O O ,  5 W OM 4 c) 1 
W R I T F  ( 6 9 l O Y l  S k b M  40 2 
1 0 9  F U R V A T ( I H  i ' C G M P I J T € R  T I M f  I K  S E C O h D S ' - F O R  P L U T  ' 1  S W 6 C 4 0 3  
HR I T t  1 6 , 1 1 2 )  C U M P l  T S W h M 4 9 4  
112 F n P M A T ( 1 t . l  ( k 1 4 - 5 1  Sw b M 4 0 5  
3 I 1  C O N T I  Nb€ S W 6M 4 0 62 
I F ( N h N . E O . 1  1 h T I M E M  = N T I M E S  S W b M 4 3 7  
Y l I M t  = 0 SWbM4082 
105 CON J I N U t  S W 6 M 4 0 9  
I f  (NPKNT.NE.  MI1MFS)GO TU 5 C O  SW6M 4 102 
'90 CONIINUC S w 6 M 4 1 1  
d 9  I TF L 6,201 S W 6 M 4 1 1  
2 3 1  f O K M A T ( ' 0 ' p ' N O D E  N U  7 T I M F  t T F M t ' € K A T J R E  9 P K E S S U K k  v S W 6 M 4  1 3  
I D E N S I T Y  9 V E L O C I T Y  9 ENT 'HALPY O E N S L T Y - I N 1  t N  i R A D I U S '  ) Sd6M414 
W R I T E l 6 p 2 0 5 1  ( ( p  T I M E ,  T E P P 4 1 1  i P R E S S I I I p R H O I l J r  V E L ( 1 ) r  E V T H L Y ( I ) , S W O M 4 1 5  
1 C N V C L I I )  e kADIUS(1) e I = l  I M M )  S W 6 M  4 1  6 
2 3 5  F O R M A T t l H  v I 5 e 8 E 1 5 . 6 )  S W b M 4 1 7  
500 C 9 N T I  N U  S k 6 M 4 1 3  
U R I T F i 6 r L L Z )  S h 6 M 4 2  1 
L L 2  F J K Y A l I l H  r'5PtCIFIC H E A F  A N D  CflMP. flF NUDt  J1 A N 0  I Y M '  I S M 6 M 4 2 2  
NQ I TF (69.221 I S h b M 4 2  3 
1 Z G O M I ' (  I M )  SPH T V V (  I NM) 9 Z C O M P {  i MM) S r J h M 4 2 4  
2 2 1  F O K w A T ( I H  9 8 E 1 4 - 6 3  S W b M 4 2 5  
1 1 8  C U f i T I N L E  S W b M 4 2  6 
r r y c  = TIME + P ~ L T  S W h M 4 2  I 
N T I W  = N J I Y F  + 1 5 W O M 4 2 H  
N T I M t S  E N T l Y E S  + 1 SW bM 4291 
I F L N T I M F S  . L E * N T l M F M L  GO TC) 10Q S k h M  430 
700 G!J TO LO SuJbM4 3 1 
t NU Sh bM 4 3  2 
N P R h T  = N P R N T  + I N P R I N  S W b M 4 1 8 2  
I F ( N b Z s N t . 1 )  GO TO 128  S w b M 4 2 0 7  
S P H T V V (  1 J r Z C O M P ( 1 1  , S P H T V V (  2 IqLCOMP( 2) S P H T V V t  I M ) r  
64 
LEVEL 1, MOD 3 NEWQUA 3953 DATE = 70239 19/22/  34 
SUBROUTINk NEWQUA (NCONT. D E L T t  RHO, VEL, TEMP, ENVOLI EMVOLN, SW6N001 
lRHON , VELN 9 ENTHLY e ENTHLN v RADIUS * UFLUX rCOND ,‘ PRESS, SU6NGO2 
3 TEMPN r N C 4  1 SW6NOO4 
COMHUN/NEh’/ GASCDNI A I 1 0 0 )  * 1.DD 9 I D M  r P H M l  , Si46N005 
COMMON/PROR/LCC)MP( 100) r SPHTVVI 100) SW6N006 
COHHON/VL1/VOLE(SO) *VOLTAN SW b N 0 0 7  
C 0 M HO N /C 0 N TK / N h 3 t N W4 S W6N 0072 
DIMENSION B ( l O O ) t A A ( l O O J r  PK’ESiSL)(LOO) t RHOA(lOOJ* ENNILDO),  S W 6 N  00 73 
1ENNOl 100) ENNA I1001 SW6N0074 
D A f A  AF/O.Ol/  Sw6N 00 7 5  
D[MENS[UN R H O ( 1 0 0 )  9 VEL(LOO1 9 l E M P ( l 0 0 ‘ )  SW6NOO 8 
SM6NCOY 
DIMENSIUN VELN l l O O t  t ENTHLYt 10.0) * E N l H L N (  LOO) SW6NClO 
DIMEhrSION RAD I U S (  100) e UFCUX( 1001 , PRESS( 100) SW6NOL 1 
SW6N 012 
SW6N 0 1  3 
SW6N014 
SW 6 N 0  15 
SIJbNOl6 
D IMENSION NSANE( 100) 
DIMENSION I S K I P ( 1 0 0 )  
D IMENSION SMAS(100)  t SMASP(100 ’ ) r  ENEG1100)  I ENEGP( LOO) SWbNOl7 
DLMENSION E N P I  LOO) tENNP11001. SW6NOL 7 1  
DATA TF2 /.03/ S d 6 N O l 7 2  
2 D E L I A R q  N C 2 r  SMFLUXt QTAN, V I O Y  9 T f  e I M A X  ~ N C ~ ~ N C ~ ~ S P H T V I S P H T P  rSW6N003  
D IMENSION E N V O L l l 0 0 )  e ENVOLN( 100) , R H O N ( 1 0 0 )  ’ 
D IMENSION TEMPN I100). r S M f L U X ( 1 0 0 )  
DIMENSILlN RAWER(100)  e RAVERPl lOO)  
D IMENSION D E L V ( L O 0 )  DELP(LOQ1 t D F L P O ( 1 0 0 )  
C**+* SUBRQUTINE NEWQUA CALCULATES MEW D E N S I T I  E S t  VECCclT IESI~ANLJ INTERNALSWbNOl8 
C**** I f  NC6 EQUALS 1 USE V E L ( I 1  AT HOUNUARIES S k b N 0 1 9  
C****  ENERGIES PER U h I T  VOLUME SW6N 0 2  0 
S w 6 N O 2 l  Le+*+ If NC7 EQUALS OYE USE EXACT R E L A T I O N S H I P  F O R  VOLUME ELlrMENTS 
I D D  = 1 SW6N022 
I N 0  = 1 j SW6N0221 
I C  = 1 SW6N 02 22 
DPO =O, SW6N 02 2 3 
10 CONTINUE SU6N023  
S k 6 N 0 2 4  I M  = I M A X  + 1 
I M M  = I M  + 1 SW6N0245 
SMASPl I M ) =  0.0 SW6N025 
C 4 L L  I N T E R P I  I h r O * P R E S S I  RHO, E N f H L N q  TEHPM 9 I M M I  S d 6 N 0 2 5 2  
Q 2  =.o*o SW6N0253 
IF( ,QTANeLT.O.OJ 92 = 0.0995 SW6N0254 
ENEYAW = RTAN + SMFLUXf1)*4r*3’ .14Lb*ENTHLY~I  11 + Q2 S W6N 02 82 
ENVOLN(1MMJ = ENVOLI IMM)  + DELT*ENEWAV/VOLTAN SW6NO284 
DO 2 5  I =  1, I M  SW6N026 
N S A M E ( I ) =  1 SWbN027 
ISKIP(1) = 1 SW6N020 
2 5  CONTINUL Std6N029 
D f l  5 I = l c  I M M  SWbNO252 
E N N t I  ) = FNTHLN( I I  - 0’-185* PRESS118 /RHO( I) S W bN 0 2 9 4  
ENNP(1) = E N N ( 1 )  Sd6N 0 2  95 
PKESSO4I )  = P R E S S I I )  Sbi 6N 02 96 
P K E S S ( I 1  = Pi7ESSI:I.I + 2. Slr6YC2Y 7 
E N N O ( I j  = E N N ( I J  SW 6 N 0 2  9 8 
5 RHOAl  I) = RHO(I1 - 0-5 S W 6N 02 99 
D E L V I  = O.OOGOO1 SWbM030 
66 
LEVEL 1 9  M(1D 3 NE WQUA DATE = 7 0 2 3 9  19/ 2 2 / 3 4  
1 * *23*2 .  I SH6N057  
VELBP= f VEL ( i + 1 1 * t  RADLUS f I + 1 ) **2 b + VEL t I I%* I RAD I US ( 1 J +* 2 I I / I  I K A V  EP SW6N 058 
1 * * 2  )*e?,) SW 6N 059  
3 4 0  CONTINUE SW 6N 06 0 
I F ( N C 6 . € Q * 1 1  VELB= V E L ( I 1  SWhN06 1 
IF(NC6,EQ- 1 1 VELBP=VEL( I +l I S w6N 062. 
I F ( V E L 6  .LF. O . O ) G O  T O  2 1 2  SW6N063 
CONOE = (RAVE+*2 ) *  I R H O ( 1 - l J *  V E L 6  I SW6N064 
CONEN = C f l N D E * f N f H t Y ( I - L 1  SW6N06 5 
GO TO 2 2 5  SW 6N 066 
2 1 2  CONDE = IRAVE**2  J *  ( R H O l I  J *  VELB I SW6N 06 7 
CCJNEN = CONDE*kNTHLY ( I 1 SW6N 06 8 
2 2 5  I F L V ~ L B P  .LE. 0.01 60 ro 250’ SW 6N 06 9 
COYD€P = (KAVEP**2 ) *  ( R H O l I  I *  VELBP)  SW6N070 
CONENP = CONDEP*ENTHLY t I t SW6N071 
G O  ro 2 5 5  SW 6N 0 7 1  
7 5 0  C3NDEP = (KAVEP**Z I *  l R H O ( I + l J *  WELBP) SW6NO 73 
Lf lNFNP = ( CONOf3P/ * E N T H L Y t I +  1) SW6N074 
SWGNO 7 5  255 LONTINU€ 
C**** D I F F U  I S  THE D I F k U S l V E  TERM UF THE frkERGY EQUATION SW6N076 
D I F F U = t  UIFL UX I I + 1t-QFLUX ( I 1 1 / i  OELTAR*( RADIUS l I 1 **211 5 W 6N 077 
I F (  hGZ-EQ. 1 4 GO TO 2 8 6  SW6N078 
I F ( N C 7 * N € . l ) C O  T O  385 Sv16N079 
CON01 =(CONDEP - CONDE)*3.1416*4*  SW 6 h  080 
K H f l N ( I )  = K H U f f )  - OELT*CONOT/VOLE(I )  S W 6 N 0 8 l  
GO TU 3 8 6  SW6N 0 8 2  
385 CONTINUE Sk6NO83 
RHON( I J = R H O (  1 1  - DELT*lCONDEP - C f l N O E ) / I D € L T A R * I R A D I U S (  I J 1**2I ShhNOd4 
3 8 6  CJNTINCIE SW6N085 
SMAS1IJ = CONDE Sw6NOt36 
S M A S P ( I I =  CONOEP SbhNOd7 
2 8 6  CONENG = D € L T * [  CONEN - C O N E N P ) / ( ( R A D I U S ( I  1**2J*UECTAR1 SW6N088 
AFR = 1 SW6N 0 8 9  
a 1  = 0.0 SW6N 0 8 9 2  
IF4 I.EQ.2 -AND* QTANeLT*O.O) Q 1  ~ 0 . 0 9 9 5  Sw6NG894 
IF t NC7. EQ. 1 t LFR=6-*3.1416* I RAD IUS1 I **2 ) *DELTAH/VOLE l  I 1  SW6N090 
E N V d L N I I  J = E N V O C I I ) +  AFR*lCONENG + UELT*DIFFU )+Q l *DELT/VOLE~(  I t  SWbN091 
100 CONTINUE SM6N092 
C*+**  AT I=1 SWbN093 
101 CONTINUt  S k 6 N 0 9 4  
I =  1 SW6N 09 5 
RAVE = R A D I U S ( I H A X 1  + DELTAK/Z-  S k 6 N 0 9 6  
I F ( I S K I P ( l J . E Q ,  2 t GI3 T O  4 8 2  SW6N097 
KAVEP = RADIUS(  1 1 + DELTAR/Z*  SW6N098 
SW6N099 
VELB = I V E L l I M f  + V E L l I M A X  i J / 2 e  SWbN100 
VELBP = ( V E L ( 2  b + \/ELI11 ) / 2 *  SW6N L O 1  
GO TO 440 SW6N 102 
420 Cf lNTINUE SW6N103 
WELBP= (VEL  ( 21 *(RAD I US ( 2  1 **2 1 + VEL ( 1 I *I  RADIUS 4 1 1**2 1 / (  ( k A V  E P + * Z I  SW6h LO4 
142. I SW6N 105  
4 4 0  L U N T I N L t  Skr6N 106 
I F ~ N C O N T  .NE, 1 J GO ro 4 2 0  
67 
LEVEL 1 1  MOD 3 NE WQUA DATE = 70.239 19/ 22 / 3 4  
I F  ( NC6oEQe 1) 
I F (  V E L & P * L E *  0.01 GO T O  3 5 1  
VELBPSVEL ( 2 )  
CONUEP = (RAVEP**2 ) *  f R H O I l  ) *  VECBP) 
CONENP = C O N D F W  ENTHLY(11  
GO TO 3 8 1  
CONENP = (CONDCPJ*ENTHLYI 2 ) 
SMObT = S M F L U I ( 1 1  
S Y A S t 1 )  = SMOUT 
ENGOUT = E N T H L Y ( 1  J*SMOUT 
SMASPl A ) =  CONDEP 
3 5 1  CONDEP = (RAVEP**2 ) *  1 R H O l 2  ) *  VELBP)  
381 CONTINUE 
I f (  NC2 * E Q .  1 I GO TPJ 4 2 2  
CONDT =(CONDBP-bMOUT)*3.1416*61 
RHONl L ) =  RHO(11  - DELT*iCONDEP - S M Q U T ) * 2 . / ( D ~ L T A R * l f f A Q I U S I  1) I * *  
IF(hC7.EQ.1) KHONf 1) = RHO(1).  - oELT*CONOT/VOLf( 14 
D I F F U  = ( Q F L U X I Z ) l / ( D E L T A R * ( ~ 4 , ~ I U S (  LI**Zil 
I F ( NC 7. EQ- 1 1 AFbtx40 * 3 *  1416* ( RAD I US( 1 1**20 I * O E  CT AR/L VUL e l  1 1 e2 I 
EVJ'JOL?Jl l I=  E Y V I l L ( 1 )  + 2.*AFR*(DELT*DIFFU CONhNG1; 
1 2 )  
422 CONENG = DELT*(CUNENP - ENGOVT)/ (DELTAR * R A R I U S ( l ) * * 2  ) 
AFR -1 
C**** AT I =  f M  
4 8 2  COYTINUF 
I= I M  
I f I I S K I P ( I M ) - E Q *  2 I G O  f Q  5 L l  
H A V E  R A D I U S ( I M A X 1  + DELTAR/2+  
V t L B  = ( V E L (  I M ) * t R A D I U S (  KM)**2 1 4 VEL( IMAX. l * (RADIVS(  I M A X  ) * 8 2  1 I / 
I F  (hlC6,EQ. 1 J VEL6 =VFL i I M I  
CONOE = I K A V E  **21* ( RHO( IMAX)*VELB 8 
CONEN = COND€*fNTHLY( I M A X )  
GO TO 4 8 1  
CnYEN = CONOE*ENTHLYl IM ) 
S M A S f  I M )  = CUNOE 
CODENS = DELT*CONDE/(DELTAK*( RADIUS(  I M  ).)*+2) 
1 I ( R A V F  **2)*2,5 
I F (  VELB * L E *  0.0) GO TO 4 5 1  
4 5 1  CONOE = ( R 4 V E  * + 2 ) *  I RHO(1M ) * V E L 8  1 
4111 CONTiNLE 
I F (  NC2.EQ. L )  GD TO 502  
Cf1Nr)T = CONDE* 3- 14L6*C. 
RHUNIIM) = R H O 8  I M )  + 2.*CDDENS 
IFINC7.EQ. 1 )  RHON4IM)= RHQ(IM).+ DELT*CONDT/VOLE( IN1  
U T A N R = ( 1 K A D I U S L I 1 1 * * 2 ) 1 0 F I N  
D I F F U  =(QTANR-QFLUX( I )  1 / DELTAR* (RADIUS [ I 1  * * 2 )  i 
AFR = I  
I f  ( rUC ?.Ed, 1 1 AF R =4, *3 e 141 6* PAD IUS t I M I  **2 .. ) *D€L T A R /  ( VUL E l  I M  )* 2 
502 CONENG = DELT*(CONEN) (RADIUS1 I Y  ) * * 2 ) * U E L T A R I  
E N V d L N i I M 3  = E N V f l L ( I M 1  + AFR*Z**(CONENG + DELT*DIFFU 1, 
5 1 1  CONTINLE 
D E L I N M  =O.O 
I f ( R H O N I I ) . L E .  0.1 WKIeTEI 6 . 5 0 4 )  
SWbNlO? 
SW6N 1 0 8  
SW6N109 
SW6N 110 
SW6N 11 1 
S k 6 N 1 1 2  
SW6N 11 3 
SW6NAA4 
Sv6N 11 5 
SWbh! 116 
SW6N 11 7 
S W 6 N l 1 8  
SW6N 119 
SM6N 1 2 0  
SW6N121 
Sk6N A22 
SW6N 1 2  3 
S W 6 N l L 4  
SW6N125 
SW6N 1 2 6  
SW6N 1 2  7 




SW6N 1 3 2  




S W 6 N l 3 7  
S W6N 13 8 
SM6N 139 
SWbN 140 
S k 6 N 1 4 L  
SW6Nl4Z 
SW6N 14 J 
SW6N144 
SW6N145 
Sw6N 1 4 6  
SW6Y 1 4 7  
S W 6 N l 4 8  
S H I N  149 
SW6N 1 5 0  
SW6NL5L 
SW6N 1 5 2  
SW6N 153 
SM6N 1 5 4  
$nbN 155  




LEVEL L r  MUD 3 NE WOUA DATE = 7 0 2 3 9  19/L2/ 3 4  
5 0 4  FORMAT(1H * '  NEW D E N S I T Y  I S  LESS THAN O R  EQUAL T O  Z E R O  ' 1 SW6N1574 
I F ( R H O N ( I ) * L E *  0.1 GO TO 974 S W 6N 1 5 7 6  
V I D A  = V I D Y  SW6N 1 5 8  
I F  t V I D Y  .LE. COND/SPHTV i VIDY = CONO/SPHTV SW6N 159 
DO 5 0 L  I =  I r  I M  SW6N 160 
D E L I N V  = 2 . * V I D Y / ( R H O N ( I ) , * l D E l T A R * * Z ~ )  + A B S t V E L  ( I ) / D E L T A R )  SW6N 161 
I F  (DELINV.  LE. D E L I M H  ) GO Ti3 510 Shf6N162 
D E L I N M  = D E L I N V  S h 6 N 1 6 3  
5 1 0  CONTINUF S h 6 N 1 6 4  
5 0 1  CONTINUE SWbN165 
V I O Y  = V I D A  SW6N 1651 
I F ( N C 4 * N E * l )  G O  TO 80 SW6N 1 6 5 2  
DO 79 i = l c  I M M  SW6Nl653  
ElVENGO = E N V U l l I # / R H O I I J  SW6N1654 
ENENG = ENVOLbJ( I )  /RHBN( 1 1  SW6N 1 6 5 5  
SPHTV = S P H T V V ( I )  SW6N1656 
TEMPN( I1  = TEHP(1 )  + (ENENG - ENENGOI/SPHT'V SWbN 165 T 
PRESS413 = ZCOYPl[)*RHON(I)*GA~SCON +TEMPNA I l / 1 4 4 .  SW6N 1 6 5 8  
79 E N T H L N ( I 1 =  l E N V O L N t I )  + 0.185*PR€SS(I))/RHONfi,l SW6N 1 6 5 9  
GO TO 78 S W 6 N l b 6 0  
8 0  C r l Y 1 I N L ; E  SWbN 1661 
DPM = 0.0 S W 6 N l 6 6 1  
DO 65 I = I . , I M M  SWbN 1 6 6 2  
ENY ( I  1 = ENVOCNI I t / RHON( I I SW6N 1661 
DRA = AB S I  - A A  t I 1  * ( ENNl  I )-ENNO( I t  1 + BI: I ) *( RHO( 1,) - RHONl I I $ i SH6N 1663 
6 5  I F (  DRAoGT. DPM) DPH=DRA SW6N 1664 
AF = 1.0 SW6N 1 6 6 5  
I F 4  DPM-GT. 50.) AF= 5O./DPM SW 6N 1 6 6 7  
IF(AF.GT. 1.l A F = l *  SW6N 1668 
I C = l  SW6N 1 6 6 8  
I F { A F - l . T . * 9 8 )  IC =Q SW6N 1669 
CALL I N T E K P t  I N 0 9  PRESS ~RHONI ENTHLNt TEMPNr I M Y  SH6N 1 6 7  
ICC = 1 SW6N 1 6 7 3  
DO 70 I = L e  I M M  SH6N 1674 
A A A  = - A A I I J  S k 6 N 1 6 7 5  
ENNAt i 1 = E N T H L N i  I b - 0.185*PRESSI I ) /RHON( I ) .  SW 6N 16 78 
OP =-AF* (AAA * ( E N N ( I ) -  E N N U I I ) l  B t I J * ( R H O  ( 1 ) -  R H B N ( I ) ) J  SW6N 1 6 8 2  
K H f l b ( I 1  = K H n N ( I )  SW6N 1686 
7 0  P S E b S ( 1 )  = DP + PKESSO6IJ SW6N 1 6 8 8  
1 1 1 9  RHO ( 1 1 ,  V E L t I I  e E N N t I )  9 E N N A t I l r  I = l * I M H J  SW 6N 1 7  1 4  
7 1  F O R M A T t l H  r 9 E 1 3 - 6  1 SW6N 17 16 
IF(NW3,EQ.l) # R I T E (  6 w  7 2 )  DPMI AF 9 IC SW 6N 1 7  18 
77 FCIRMAT(1H r 9 D P M = ' s E 1 4 * 7 r ' A F =  ' * € 1 4 . 7 ~ ' I C = ~  e L5 Sh6N 1 7 2  
78 CclNTINLE SWGN 1 7 3 6  
PYAXL = 0.0 SH6N 175 
D f l  772 1=2 9 I M  SW6N 1 7 6  
DELPd 1 1  = P R E S S t I  1 - PWESStX-1) SWbN 1.7 7 
I F ( A B S ( D E L P (  f J  ).LT.O.O0OU0001) D E L P L I ) =  0.00000001 SW6N 1 7 8  
ABDELP = A t ) S ( D k L P (  1 ) )  Sd6N L 7 9  
I F (  ABDELP .LTe PMAXl  )GO T O  772 SW6N180 
PMAXl  = ABUELP SWbN 18 1 
IF(NW3eEQ- 1) H R I T F  ( 6.71) I Ab( I )  9 ti[ Z 1 *  PRESSOt I ) ,  PRESS( I ) e  KHOAI SH6N1710  
69 
I F V E L  l v  MOD 3 NE WblUA DATE = 7 0 2 3 9  19 I22134 
7 7 2  CONTINUF SW6N 182 
IFIPMAXl .LT.PMM1) GO 3 0  996 S W ~ N  i a 3  
E = 0.0 SW6Y1832 
DO 7 0 2  I =  2 p1.M SW6N 1 8 4  
IF (IDD.LT.2 1 GO T O  7 0 5  SW6N185 
E-]. = A E S l E N N A t I )  - E N F I ( I I )  SH6N 1 8 4 2  
I F (  t l e G T -  E ) F = E l  Sd6N 1 8 4 3  
I F (  E1-Ed. E ) IG = I SWbN 1844 
I S K I P ( 1 I  = 2 SW6NL86 
IF (NC6.NE. 1) 1 S K I P [  1;) =1 SW6N187 
l F l A B S ( D E L P ( I I  1 .LT.O*S*PMAXl JGO T O  701  SW6N 1 8 8  
I S K I P ( 1 I  = 1 SW6Nlt3Y 
I F I D E L P O I X ) * D E h P I I i * G ~ o  (Y 1 GO TO 710 SW6N190 
N S A M E ( I I = l  S h 6 N 1 9 1  
I F  ( DELPCI( I 1 . Nt: .. 0) AFACTR=.5*ABS (DELP4 1 )  1 1 ( A B S  [ D E L W  I I 1 +  ABS ( RELPOI S46N 1 9 2 2  
1 1 1 ) )  SW6N 1 9 2 4  
OELI I (  1 )  = - A F A C T R * D k L V I I  i SH6N193 
GO TO 705 SW6N 1 9 4  
7 1 0  NSAHE( I ) = N S A M E t I I + l  SW6N195 
S I G N  = 0.0 SW6N 1 9 4 8  
I F  I OELP4 I )  -NE. 0, .I SIGN =DELP ( I  I / ABS( D E L P l  I 8 SW6N 1 9 5  
I f ( Y S A M k I 1 ) a L E .  4 )GO TO 7 0 4  SW6N 1 9 7  
D E t V t I  1 = - S I G N * A B S l D E C V ( I ) ) * 1 , 4  SW6N198 
GO TO 7 0 5  SW6N 199 
7 0 4  D E L V ( 1 J  = - S I G N * A B S ( D € L V ( l ) )  SW6N200 
7 0 5  VEL ( 1 )  = V E L ( [ )  + D E L V L I )  SW6N201 
OELPOLI) = D E L P ( 1 )  S h 6 N 2 0 2  
701 Ct INTINbE SMbN203 
7 0 2  CONTINUE SW6N 2 04 
I n n  = 1130 + 1 SW 6N 2 0  5 
I F ( N h 3 . E d o l ) W R I J E 1 6  w 7 0 3 1 V € L ( l ) r V E L 1 2 1  r V E L l 3 l r  V E L t 4 1  SW 6N 205 I 
1 ) = ' r E 1 4 * 7  i SW6N 20 5 3  
I F ( I D D . G T e I D M I G O  T O  998 S d 6 N 2 0 6  
GO TO 50 SW 6N 20 7 
7 0 3  F OR MA T ( 1H 9 ' VE C ( 1 1 =' 9 E 14.7 1 ' VEL I 2 1 = ' , E 14- 7 1  ' VEL (3 ) =' 9 E 14-7 'VEL I 4 S M 6 N L 0 5 2  
998 W R I T E I 6  $ 9 9 7 )  I D Y v  f C  s E SW6N 2080 
lFRROK AT NUDEe ,159'  I 5  ' rE14.7raBTU/POUND'  1 SW 6 N  209 1 
GO TO S 7 4  S W 6N 2 0  9 2  
997 FORNAT(1H 3 * I T E R A T I O N S  DIDNT CONVERGE IN', 151' ITERAT4ONSv ENERGY SH6N2090  
996 Iff ICCeEP.0  1 GO TO 50 SW6N210 
999 CONTINUF S W 6 N Z l l  
SW6N212 
1 9 SMAS(5)  * I  SW6N2 14 
~ R I T F ( 6 0 9 7 2 ~ ( S M A S ( I 3 r  I = l  t 5 ) SW6N215 
477 F f l R M A T f l H  r 5 E 1 4 - 6  1 SW 6N 2 16 
W R I f E 1 6 q 9 7 3 )  SW6N217 
973 FClREIATi 1H v ' S Y A S P (  1) 0 SMAjSPl21 v SMASP(3)  v SMASP(41 SW6N218 
1 v SMASP(5)  ' )  SLu6N2 19 
W R I T E ( 6 e 9 7 2 )  ( 5 M A S P ( I J r  I=1 D 5 1 S W6N 2 2 0  
IF (NW3-NE.1 )  G O  TO 974 SW6N2112 
WR I TE (69971  1 
Y I 1  FORMAT(1H 9 ' S M A S f l )  t SMAS(2J v SMAS(31 9 S Y A S ( 4 1  SW6N213 
9 7 4  CONTINbE SWbN 22 0 2  
70 
LEVEL 1, MOD 3 NE WQUA DATE = 1 0 2 3 8  
DPMN = ABS(DPMJ 
IF(DPMN.GT. 0. I eANDe TFZ,GT.*O'Ol) 162 = TF2*9.2 /OPMN 
I F ( T F 2 , G T -  TF) TF2 = TF 
D E L r  = r F Z / D E l f N M  
RETURN 
END 
19/ 2 2 / 3 4  
SWbN 2 2  12 
SW6N22 14 
SHbN 22 1 b 
S h6N 22 18 
SH 6 N 2 2 2  
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